
SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
NEW YORK COUNTY

---- x

J. ARMAND MUSEY,

Plaintiff, Index No. 157316/2014
-against-

AFFIDAVIT IN FURTHER
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S

MOTION TO FILE AN
425 EAST 86 APARTMENTS CORP., AMENDED COMPLAINT

Defendant.

-------------------- -------------------------x

I, J. Armand Musey, being duly sworn, deposes and states that am the Plaintiff in the

herein proceeding and as such have knowledge of the facts set forth herein and submit this this

affidavit in further support of my application to amend the Complaint.

1, This action arises out of Defendant's: a) shifting positions with respect to what

outdoor space I do or do not have exclusive use to under the proprietary lease; b)

refusal to treat me equally, on a non-discriminatory basis with the only other

penthouse shareholder/lessee, George Greenberg ("Greenberg") and other

shareliolders; c) its unwillingness to enforce its own rules or applicable building/fire

regulations against Greenberg; and d) refusal to repair/replace the terrace membrane

to allow me to cover it per the House/Terrace Standards.

2. Enclosed as Exhibit A is a copy of the August 30, 2018, demand letter that I sent to

the Defendant Board as well as my follow-up letter December 8, 2018, prior to

seeking to amend my complaint to add a derivative cause of action (Fifth Cause of
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Action).

3. I fully concede the court ruled that the proprietary lease is "subject to the House

rules."1 Defendant has the right to alter the proprietary lease through passing House

Rules, even to the extent of requiring me to pay hundreds of thousands of dollars to

pay for a construction project. At the time the court acknowledged the area there was

a dispute over exclusive use of the area "The issue of exclusive use of the terrace is

unsettled.
"
(Wooten Decision, July 16, 2015), and "Together the lease and the House

Rules operate to contractually obligate Musey, as a penthouse apartment leasee, to .

pay for the renovation of the roof space into a terrace space usable as an

entertainment area", (Wooten Decision, January 26, 2017) implying defendant can

even use House Rules to shift large expenses for common areas to specific

shareholders without being constrained by the Proprietary Lease. Indeed, Defendant

is now tenant charging me for all of the services of its corporate attorney, Herb

Cohen, and deducting it from my bank account (see Exhibit B).2 Unless constrained

by the requirement to treat shareholders equally, I expect Defendant will shift

additional expenses to me until my financial resources are exhausted.

4. I am business valuation expert by profession. Defendants have even referred to me as

a "sophisticated
businessman"

in its appellate filing. In my professional opinion, it is

difficult to imagine someone with an understanding of these facts being willing to

buy shares in a corporation, such as Defendant, a material risk of such unlimited

2 I acknowledge I agreed to pay for Mr. Cohen's time to read my comm¤ication with the board. Given

my governance concerns, I believed it was important for him to be aware of the issues and do not dispute

those charges. Documentation clearly indicates I did not agree to pay for ALL of Mr. Cohen's services to

the Defendant. Nonetheless, Defendant has deduced such funds from my back account.
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liability. I accept that this has gutted the market value of my nearly $2 million

investment in defendant five years ago. I believe the primarily remaining value of the

apartment now lies largely in my personal use value, and that absent material

governance changes, my $2 million investment in the Apartment has largely

evaporated. While not opining on anyone else's investment, it is hard to see how

Defendant's actions could help the value of their apartments. As defendant's

themselves stated, when I invested in the Co-Op, I failed "to follow the age-old

wisdom of caveat emptor and to accept the limitations attendant to the cooperative

form of ownership of real
property."

5. Defendant has nonetheless exceeded allowable corporate standards by treating me far

differently than the only other penthouse shareholder/lessee and fellow board

member, Greenberg. Greenberg's terrace has been out of compliance with most of the

Roof/Terrace Standards since they were adopted. Despite many changes to the

Roof/Terrace Standards to accommodate Greenberg after arguing that they were final

for the purpose of the Article 78 statute of limitations, Greenberg remains out of

compliance with many elements as well as various NYC building and fire codes. I

have repeatedly reminded Defendant of their obligation to treat shareholders equally.

Defendant does deny Greenberg is out of compliance with the Roof/Terrace

Standards or building/fire code but claims to "be working with
him"

for the past five

years.

6. I have made every effort possible to comply with the House/Terrace Standards. This

includes my August 30, 2018 letter offering to pay for whatever alterations and
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repairs they deemed necessary
--

including repairs to the terrace surface, parapets,

building façade and elevator mechanicals -- provided the costs were allocated

equitably with Greenberg. (Attached as Exhibit C) The building rejected this

proposal, apparently not wanting to subject Greenberg to such financial exposure.

(Attached as Exhibit D).

7. Additionally, I engaged an architect, a building engineer, a zoning consultant and a

designer (my "Team") to develop a plan to cover the terrace and ensure that it was

done safely, legally and appropriately. I tentatively selected a contractor willing to

work through the winter and hoped to begin in Décember 2018. I have paid the team

over $20,000 to date. In August 2018, I submitted an alteration plan. On October 23,

2019, I was finally able to submit an alteration agreement and paid a $2,500 alteration

fee which Defendant deposited. The plan was designed so that I could use the terrace

as it was used for decades by the prior shareholder/tenant (See NY Post Photo

attached hereto as Exhibit E).3 On information and belief, Greenberg has done none

of these things.

8. Defendant has not responded to the alteration plan other than to indicate that they

have apparently changed their position and now does NOT believe I have exclusive

use of the roof above my apartment.

9. In the process of their analysis, my team analyzed the terrace surface. They

determined the terrace surface was a non-standard installation, pooled in areas, likely

leaked, and should be replaced before spending hundreds of thousands of dollars to

3 This photo, as well as other documeñtary evidence, shows Affidavit of Douglas Elliman property

manager, Karel DeBoer indicating prior shareholder/lessee never used the terrace is demonstrably false.
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cover it.4 Unless the membrane was replaced before covering, we would need to rip-

up the new covering soon after it was installed to replace the membrane once the

leaks became intolerable to the residents below us. Defendants confirmed the terrace

membrane was replaced on only half of the terrace using such a highly irregular

approach that the roofing contractor was not able to warranty the work for even a

single minute. On information and belief, the apartments below are experiencing

active leaks as is the roof above me. On information and belief, the report by

building's reviewing architect, Seth Roye largely confirms the above points.

Although Mr. Roye indicates he completed his report in December, Defendant has

refused to provide it to me.

10. I obtained an initial estimate to replace the teñace membrane for $67,000. This price,

adjusted for inflation, is nearly identical to the estimate obtained by the building's

prior engineer, Sean Daly in 2014 for $64,000 of unspecified work on the terrace that

was never done. Based on the amount of the estimates, it would seem that both

envisioned a similar scope of needed work. Defendant is not willing to discuss or let

me see Daly's report or estimate from 2014, deeming it irrelevant.5

11. Defendants have been unwilling to provide additional information about the

membrane's history, manufacturer, or the known asbestos in the area of the building,

4 After the minimum 20 lb/sq foot allowance for snow, per building code, only 20 lbs/sq foot remain in

the 40 lb/sq/foot weight limit in the House/Terrace Rules and the Building's Certificate of Occupancy.

Standard concrete pavers by themselves would exceed this 20 lb limit - before adding people and

furniture. The only viable material we found that can comply with the 401b/sq foot weight limit is

porcelain (about 10 Ibs/sq/foot) leaving 10 lbs/sq/ft for people and furniture.
5
My partner Margaret Janicek saw a reference to it when inspecting Defendant's book and records in

May 2016. We were supervised by an armed guard who prevented us from copying or photographing the

documents in any way.
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much less peniilssion to being construction, making it impossible to move forward.

12. In short, we are not able to continue unless Defendant fixes/replaces the terrace

membrane and/or changes to House/Terrace Standards to make that the responsibility

of BOTH the penthouse apartment shareholder/lessees. In the latter case, I stand

ready to pay for a new membrane on the terrace and/or roof alongside
Greenberg.6

13. Defendant's position with respect to exclusive use to the outdoor areas of my

apartment have repeatedly shifted and requires clarification from the Court. Prior to

purchasing shares in the building, I personally spent several hours inspecting past

building minutes at Douglas Elliman's office7 on December 5, 2012. I noticed that the

September 1999 building minutes clearly stated, "The Board decided to accept the

conclusion of Herb Cohen ("Cohen"), the buiMing's attorney, with respect to the

Penthouse Terrace area. The Board concluded that there is no legal basis for any

claim to be made to any part of the roof area. Penthouse owners have exclusive

right to the use of those
areas"

(emphasis added). I reasonably concluded that "any

part of the roof
area"

and "Penthouse owners has exclusive right to the use of those

areas
[plural]"

referred to the upper roof (above the penthouse) and lower roof

(penthouse terrace). This is also consistent with the proprietary lease which discusses

6 Defendant noted a 2013 e-mail where I acknowledged the terrace surface on my side may require

different protection than Greenberg's. This e-mail was sent before 1) I moved into the Apartment; 2) the

first Roof/Terrace Standards were passed on July 23, 2013; 3) I realized Greenberg's rubber tiles were an

illegal fire hazard; or 4) that the terrace membrane on süric,üiidiiig my apartaiciit was improperly installed

and would need significant repair or replacemeiit before it could be properly covered. Such a repair would

likely involve replacing the membrane on Greciaberg's terrace as well. My June 2013 e-mail was not

meant to excuse what I now realize to be massive disparate treatment.
7 As I believed it was important, I did this myself as opposed to sending my attorney as is common. A

copy of my correspondence to arrange access to the mii1ütes is attached.
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television aerials and building equipment -
clearly referring to the roof above the

Apartment.

14. I have attached photos of both pages of the minutes for clarification as Exhibit F. It is

unclear what information contained in the affidavit of Herb Cohen submitted in

opposition to this motion is intended to add. The Defendant's minutes do not indicate

Cohen attended the meeting in question, and he admits he did not. Finally, he does

not include any documentary evidence to support his memory from the meeting over

19 years ago that he did not attend other than the minutes themselves. Tellingly,

Defendants are apparently unwilling to include an affidavit from the two current

board members who actually were at the meeting - Greenberg and Patricia Carbon.

Regardless, Defendant's Board minutes speak for themselves. Mr. Cohen indicates

Defendants meant "any part of the roof
area"

and "those
areas"

to be expressly

limited to the narrow terrace setback (4 feet on the sides and back and less than 8 feet

in the front of the Apartment), an area Mr. Cohen absurdly calls the "main
roof."

If

so, presumably Defendant, being advised by Mr. Cohen himself at the time, would

have written that.

15. Mr. Cohen indicates my proposed amended complaint contains "numerous

inaccuracies"
but fails to identify them other than his interpretation of the 1999 Board

minutes. As a member of the NY Bar myself, a Chartered Financial Analyst, a

member of the American Society of Appraisers, and a valuation expert in large

matters where my clients include federal agencies and top law firms, I take issues of

accuracy and integrity seriously. I have separately written Mr. Cohen asking him to

identify the inaccuracies he refers to and offered to pay for his time on this specific
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issue, waiving all conflicts. To the extent Mr. Cohen identifies factual errors, as

opposed to differences in opinion, I will instruct my attorney to promptly update the

court.

16. As mentioned in the affidavit of merit, Defendant's conduct indicated

acknowledgement of my exclusive use of the Roof. This included allowing me to

install a heating and cooling compressor on the Roof, notifying me prior to accessing

the Roof as they would when entering any other part of my apartment, indicating in

court filings that there was no dispute over exclusive use while being fully aware we

claimed rights to both the roof and terrace under the proprietary lease.

17 There is no access to the Roof other than from the ladder/staircase on the terrace

immediately adjacent to my kitchen and dining room windows. The building stairwell

only goes to the terrace level. It would be extremely awkward for family living since

groups of people could enter my terrace area to access the Roof. All windows of the

apartment, including each bathroom, face the terrace.8
Finally, the Roof is not

handicap accessible, nor rated for 100 lbs -- both of which would prevent it from

being used as a common area. Moreover, Defendant has previously conceded the Co-

Op lacks additional
FAR9

and legally prohibited from adding additional enclosed

space, so it cannot build new levels above the current roof. In short, other than for

access to building equipment, the area is useless to anyone other than myself 10

Lastly, in direct contradiction Rushmore's affidavit in the Rushmore v. Park Regis

8 Defendant agreed to notify me prior to entering the terrace after unfortunately incidences where my
partners and I were surprised to find Defendant employees outside our bedroom and bathroom windows
while in various states of undress.
9 Floor Area Ratio.
l° I would not object if Greenberg constructed his own access to use the roof area immediately above his

apartment.
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Apt. Corp, there has never been any access for non-penthouse shareholders to the

roof. (Rushmore Affidavit attached as Exhibit G.)

18. Defendant indicates settlement discussions in which I included a settlement offer that

included exclusive use of the Roof and terrace was a concession that I did not have a

right to exclusive use of the Roof. Defendant indicated, "A smart businessman would

not negotiate for a right he already
had."

Nothing could be further from the truth. I

have only asked for what I believed I was entitled to under the proprietary lease - no

more, no less. Likewise, it would be irresponsible for Defendants to give me more

than I deserved at the expense of other shareholders. Defendant's refusal to

acknowledge the plain text of NY BCL, the proprietary lease, and implementing

major unilateral
"back-door"

changes to the proprietary lease via decisions it later

called House Rules has been at the heart of our dispute. (See Isaksson v. Bd. of Dir.

of 280 Mott St. HDFC, No. 151561/2016, 2017 NY Slip Op 32589(U) (Nov. 22,

2017 Sup. Ct. N.Y. Co.) (J.S.C. S. Hagler) attached as Exhibit H.)

19. Defendant indicated I was misleading when chiming the Roof/Terrace Standards

were changed in 2015. Defendant correctly indicates that the proposed changes were

first made in the context of settlement discussions. However, a year later I had a

meeting with Board President David Munves and Board member Leslie Spitalnik. My

partner Margaret Janicek was also present. Mr. Munves clearly asserted that the

Roof/Terrace Standards were in fact changed in 2015 to eliminate the two most

contentious points about scope of maintenance responsibilities and liability. Ms.

Spitalnik also appeared to acknowledge this point, or at least did not disagree or

correct Mr. Munves. I later sent Mr. Munves a follow-up e-mail indicating that I did

9
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not receive notification that the Roof/Terrace Standards were actually changed in

2015 (the "2015 Rules"), and I thought that it was just a draft discussion. He

responded by e-mailing me a copy of the 2015 Rules clearly indicating they were new

roof/terrace standards (see Exhibit H). Should it be necessary, I am piepared to

provide additional evidence on this point.

20. Despite having changed the Roof/Terrace Standards in 2015 with changes that settled

the most contentious points of liability and maintenance responsibilities, Defendant

continued to successfully argue in court that the 2013 rules were in place. The effect

is that Defendant could apply the more favorable "2015
rules"

to Greenberg but argue

that the court ruled I am bound to the 2013 rules.

21. In August of 2018, Defendant's attorney proposed a settlement that included, as its

main point, removing the two contentious points related to unlimited maintenance and

liability (par 4 and 4 of the 2013 rules). When notified they were already removed in

2015 (the "2015 rules"), Defendant produced new Roof/Terrace Standards within a

few days (the "2018 Rules") that reincorporate the two contentious points. A few

days later, Defendant's attorney offered a settlement that, as its main point, offered to

remove them once again.

22. With respect to the price of my doors and length of my interior renovation - my

interior renovation project was completed and signed-off on by the Defendant and the

New York Department of Buildings years ago. Work permits with the city have long

been closed and city inspectors have signed-off on the work. Defendant's engineer

conducted many inspections (at my expense) and Defendant returned my alteration

10
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deposit in full. That the renovation is project complete, and that Defendant has no

claim under that agreement is a settled matter. After completion, however, problems

arose with the doors and three of the windows. Unfortunately, the window

manufacturer, Champion Windows, went bankrupt and the installation company is

now struggling to obtain parts to service their installation. We are negotiating a

discounted rate and/or a credit for replãcement windows and doors from the installer.

Consequently, I am not able to provide a final price on the doors at this time. For this

reason, a declaration that Defendant is responsible for replacing the Doors is more

appropriate than a dollar settlement for an amount it would be difficult to estimate

accurately today. Furthermore, on information and belief, Defendant has never

enforced the $100 a day penalty against any shareholder/lessee conducting a

renovation exceeding 120 days. This includes Board President David Munves's

renovation that continues well past 120 days and former board member, Mary R.

"Nina"
Henderson, who indicated her renovation continued for 2 ½ years.

Threatening to arbitrarily impose such a penalty on me constitutes yet another act of

discrimination.

11
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WHEREFORE, I respectfelly request that my motion for leave to file an ameñded

complaint be granted in its entirety.

Armand Musey

Sw
rp

to before me this

day of Februa1ÿ 2019

NOTARY FUBLIC

12
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EXHIBIT A
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J. Armand Musey
425 East 86th

Street, Apt PH-A

New York, NY 10028

August 30, 2018

Mr. David Munves

425 East 86th Apartment Corp.
425 East 86th

Street, Apt 15 BC

New York, NY 10028

Sent via email: David.Munves@moodys.com

Dear Mr. Munves,

I hope that you and your family had an enjoyable summer. I am writing you about five significant
issues:

1) We receive the new House Rules dated August 1, 2018. The new House Rules indicate the
Roof/Terrace Standards attached are incorporated into them. However, no Roof/Terrace
Standards are attached. The only item in the House Rules related to the Roof/Terrace area is
number 25, a prohibition from covering the area without board permission. Unless we hear

differently, we assume this is the extent of the Roof/Terrace Standards - essentially a return to
the historical situation that existed from the co-op conversion until shortly before I became a
shareholder. If not, we respectfully demand the Corooration distribute to the current
Roof/Terrace Standards that are part of the House Rules to all shareholders are required in
Article 3 Section 8 of the 425 East 86 Anartment Coro's (the "Corooration") bylaws.

2) I am concerned that PH-B appears to be in violation not only of the 2013, 2014 and 2015
Roof/Terrace standards, but also NYC fire code. We respectfu!!y demand the Board take steps
to brina Anartment PH-B's terrace into compliance with a) the aoolicable fire codes and building
codes; and b) whatever version of the Roof/Terrace Standads it believes are currently effective.
The current situation blocks access to the rear fire escapes, presenting a significant safety
hazard. An analysis of Apartrñent PH-B's violations of Roof/Terrace Standards and an analysis
of the condition of the areas is in attachments 1, 2 and 3 of this letter. It appears from my
reading of paragraph 19 of the proprietary lease, the Board can unilaterally make repairs as
needed to ensure cornpilance with the proprietary lease, including house rules it believes are in

place, and invoice the relevant shareholder to those costs. As such, there should be no reason
for delay in addressing this issue

3) We understand the Board's position may be that the requirement for pentheuse shareholder's
to be responsible for maintenance of the Roof/Terrace areas broadly defined (paragraphs 4 and
5 of the 2013 and 2014 Roof/Terrace Standards). We are also aware that significant amounts of
repairs and/or maintenance have been done on the parapets, roof, terrace, water tower, and/or
elevator mechanicals (all in the roof/terrace areas) since we became a shareholder in 2013. We
demand the Corporation account of these costs. the ratiónal for which are (or are not) being
allocated to oenthouse shareholders, and the aliocatich of those costs between PH-A and PH-B
shareholders. We simply cannot be in situation where we potentially owe large amounts of

money to the Corporation that we are not aware of. Among other things, it would be impossible
to sell our shares with such undisclosed liabilities, assuming they exist.
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J. Armand Musey, August 30, 2018

4) Despite previous requests, the Board has not indicated what alterations it would requires me

to make to the Roof/Terrace areas appurtenant to apartment PH-A. Moreover, we are unaware

of any type of covering that can be added to the lower terrace area without requiring an increase

in the parapet heights (see attachment 3 for details). To the extent the board believes
Roof/Terrace areas appurtenant to Apartment PH-A are not in compliance with whatever

version of the Roof/Terrace Standards it believes are in place, or if the Board does not believe

the area can sustain its usually and customary historical use (see attachrñents 4 and 5), we
invite the Corporation to unilaterally make those alterations. I am willing to pay the reasonable

cost of such alterations the board believes, in good faith, are needed to comply with the

Roof/Terrace Standards, assumina such work done on a competitively bid process by an

independent contractor and that PH-A and PH-B are treated eauitably with reseect to allocation

of such costs.

5) We understand that apadrñents below us are experiencing severe water infiltration issues,

potentially due to problems with the terrace surface above it and/or failure of the recent pointing
work. The leakage is apparently below areas where we have repeatedly reported water

pooling. To the extent the Corooration intends to invoice penthouse shareholders for these

renairs. we demand that we be kept appraised of the potential cost and timina of these reoairs

and the allocatiortof such costs between PH-B and PH-A.

I look forward to your response

Best regards,

rmand Musey

Cc: Mr. Herb Cohen; Mr. George Greenberg

Attachments:

1) Roof/Terrace Standards compliance summary chart

2) Roof/Terrace conditions - Letter from Engineer at FSI Architecture

3) Roof/Terrace conditions - Letter from Architect at KlMOY Studios Architecture

4) Prior Use - Photo from NY Post

5) Prior use - Excerpts from board minutes

2
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ATTACHMENT 1: TERRACE RULE COMPLIANCE & DISTRIBUTION

Releviant Roof/Terrace Standards Elements PHB {Greenberg] Compiance with Standards

2013 2014 2015

Roof/Terrace covering to roof membi añé to protect from FOOT TRAFFIC*
n/a

Roqf/Terrace coverings compbes with applicabie law (inc. fire & Mdg, codes) per prop. lease . X X X

No fixed awnings X X X

No storage of any personal or household items . X X X

No floor covering can lower height from finished floor to top of parapet to under 42"
X X X

No planters bjects attached rest on or be supported from a a apetwall . X . X X

No trees no higher than 72 inches X X X

No plant irrigation system . . X X X

No objects blocking egress . X X X

Indemnification agreemeñt for use & maintenance of roof terrace*
X X n/a

No planters placed closer than
6"

from parapet waHs** . X n/a n/a

No fences, trellises, pergolas and sheds**
X n/a n/a

No propane gas barbecue grills**
× n/a n/a

No planters against the parapet walls**
X n/a n/a

Self-contained planters must be IIghty
eight*.* . n/a n/a

Co-On PROCESS for Roof/Terrace Standards Co-op Actions

Distributed and received by PHA

Verified in effect by Board President via email & verbal confirmation {w/ corroboration)

Passage indicated in board minutes X X unknown

Distributed to all shareholders X X X

Marked as "house rules" or incorporated into louse Rules .. . X X . X

Managing Agent or Superintendent SHALL ensure compliance (per Standards) X X X
* Changes to Roof/Terrace Standards made in 2015 removed this requirement, Change confirmed in oral appelatte arguments.
** Changes to Roof/Terrace Standards in 2014 allowed for elements of PH-B's terrace. Greenberg does not appear to have made any changes to comply.
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Attachment 2
architecture Form Space Image

IS

engineering 307 7thAve, Suite 1001
interior design New York, NY 10001

project management Tel.: 212.645,3775
A R c H I T E c T U R E forensic investigations Fax: 212.645.4099

September 6, 2016

J. Armand Musey
425 East 86th St. PHA
New York, NY 10028

Mr. Musey,

Per your request, I have summalized the basic Department of Building ("DOB") rules for roof
coverings. Please note my concerns about the covering over the terrace adjacent to Penthouse
B at the end of this letter.

In a single letter I cannot cover every possible nuance of NYC DOB roof covering rules for all

situations, but I can provide you with some basic guidelines. I can provide more definitive
feedback on a particular covering approach after seeing the specs. With those caveats, the
basic guidelines are summarized as follows:

1. For roof coverings/attachments, the NYC DOB requires all residential buildings to meet
fire resistance standards

"A"
or

"B."
See Attachment I.

2. Materials deemed to meet these requirements are listed Reference Standards RS 5-9 in

Attachment II. As shown·in RS 5-9, the acceptable materials largely include solid
materials - Brick, Cement, Clay etc. as well as certain metals, and in some cases,
asbestos materials (which I would not recommend).

3. Alternative materials are acceptable under RS 5-10 (See Attachment II) if they pass full
scale testing acceptable to the commissioner under ASTEM E108. ASTEM E108 testing
is extensive and describe in this link: htto://www.oalmex.fr/wo-

content/uploads/2014/03/ASTM-E108 .pdf .

4. Should you use altemative materials aliewable under RS 5-10, you need to be sure they
have the appropriate certificate from the NY DOB and maintain the documentation in a
safe location. Here is an example of a NYC DOB certification for an alternative material

http://www.surfacinasvstems.com/Files/115088/UNITY'S%20Actual%20Report%20from
%20NYC%20Deot%200f%20Buildinas%20via%20MEA.pdf

Based on the above analysis, I recommended concrete pavers on pedestals be installed over a
drainage mat for your terrace. I believe that is the most cost effective manner to get the
protection needed to make the area traff!aable, including normal use of table and chairs, while

remaining in compliance with DOB rules. However, I am available to evaluate other alternatives
you or your Co-op might consider. One alternative, a cold fluid membrane, could meet DOB
rules, but would likely not be sufficiently puncture resistant, particularly if installed over the

current membrane as opposed to directly on a concrete surface. I would recommend against it,

simply because the much higher risk of puncture is not offset by a significant cost savings.
Lightweight tile systems are another option, but structural rods would have to penetrate the roof
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Attachment 2 (Cont')
FS1ARCHITECTURE PC
Page 2

and would also be more expensive. Another more expeñsive and complex option would be brick

or tile set in mud (cement). Among these options, pavers set on a drainage mat seems the most
cost-effective solution.

Separately,J recommend that you verHy that thefubber tge ace coveringda jacent to

P_enthouse cojppliesyth RS 5-10 and has the proper supporting dogumentatjon From aj
distance it appears that they not made of a matedal allowable under RS 5-9, so they must|

comply with the alternative standard under RS 5-10 It they are Playguard rubber tiles, as you

suggest, they do not seem to meet this standard. The documer tation for Playguard tiles

ndicates they comply With ASTM D28559 (buming pm test) (see

http://rnaxcdn.ecoreintl.com/marketing/playquard/quidesoecs/PlavGuard%20Guide%20Specific

ation%20Manual.pdf ). The AS[.M D2859 (buming pill tesQ is designed for a finjshed ege floor

isee: https://www.astm.oro/Standards/D2859.htm ). ASTM D2859 is signjficantly less rob0st

Jhan]he Af[M E 08Jest negessary for a non-combustible roof. Moreoveglayguard s New

York distributer Jose h Pupillo at Raymond Michael Ltd indicated that ASTM D2859 is the

only pariyriabjity test their product line has been certified for. f his s the case, it is ryot,jn my _
view -an allowab e option for a roof coveringper NYC DOB regulations. To access the building's!
fire jy;cape, frorn your apartmentgfmm the first sta rwells on the te evel peopje would _
need to cross the Perithouse-B terrace located on the north side of the building. Consequently
it is particularly important that this area be safe in the event of a fire.

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions.

Regards,
FSI Architecture PC

Jim Cicalo NCARB
Principal
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KIMOYSTUDIOS Attac-hmant 3
ARCH IT ECT URE D.P.C.

May 9, 2018

J. Armand Musey
425 East 868' Street, PHA
New York, NY 10028

Dear Mr. Musey,

We perforrned visual Inspections of the Roof and Penthouse levels of 425 East 86th Street on 1/15/2018,
02/08/2018 and on 03/24/2018 and made the fe".ówing observations. Below is a plan of the upper roof as well as

the Penthouse Terrace Level, numbered arrows reference pictures that follow the body of the text.

FIREESCAPE - FlXEDTRELUSPHB FIREESCAPE

PHBTERRACE PHBTERRACE

¾ FlXED - FlXED
ALUMINIUM , ALUMINIUM

3 AWNING AWNING
PHB PHB
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ROOFACCESSDOOR . ROOM DOOR .,

STAIRWELLSKYLIGHTS -

ROOFACCESSDOOR SKYLIGHT -,

PHATERRACE PHATERRACE

(D ER

OO
PHATERRACE
ALONG86THSTREET

425 EAST 86TH STREET ROOF PLAN
SCALE1/16*=1*-0"
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KlMOYSTUDIOS Attachment3(con't)
ARCHITECTURE DAC.

Roof Level:

The roof level is shaped like a "T" with a bar running east-west, parallelto 86th Street (over PHA), and a second
bar extending perpendicularly to the north (over PHB).

The southern east-west section of the roof (above PHA) has a water tower in the center. Both sections of the roof
east and west of the water tower appear to be quite old and are covered in gravel and dirt. Grass is growing in it at
the east and standing water observed in the gravel around the roof drain at the west (near the PH-A roof access

ladder). Standing water /puddles will damage roofing during the freeze and thaw cycle of the winter months.
Mereever , the roots of grasses will damage the roofing. our visual inspection indicates these sections appear to
be the oldest portions of the roof. Some portions of the flashing at the west end have been recently
repaired/replaced. It is difficult to verify the condition of the whole roof in this area because of the gravel covering.

Judging from what can be seen, these areas of roof should be repaired/replaced to avoid water damage. The area

directly beneath the water tower (no gravel), has had some more recent repairs and various app!!cations of
aluminum roof paint. Based on a visual inspection this area directly beneath the water tower appears relatively
sound.

The northern section of the roof, above the stair wells, elevator,andPHB, appears to have received recent
applications of aluminum paint and, overall, appears to be relatively sound. However, we observed pools of water
and staining indicating that the roofing should be closely menitcred and may need replacement in the near

future. There pieces of decommissioned stainless-steel chimney laying on the roof that should be removed to
avoid blowing off the roof.

Based on the Asbestos Inspection performed by Timothy Donohoe on 8/16/2012, there is asbestos present in the

roofing materials and caulk as masonry openings and concrete seams. Based on these findings, any work that
disturbs these materials will likely require abatement which must be performed in accordance with the DEP
AsbestosRules.

Penthouse Terrace Leve_l

The parapet and railing along
86th street and the west side of have been recently rebuilt. At the west end of PHA

the parapetis49"tallabovethe roofing. Along
86th street is approximately

54" tall. At the east side and along the
north sideofPilA the parapet is roughly38"tallabovethe roofing with a 6" tall metal railing on top for a total of
42" above the roofing This 42"

tallrailipng aggpgars to e the typical heig or thepst of t teparapets at the]
Sve,l (parapp s adjacent to PHB). As 4 is t minimum le a parpet heght,_jnstallation of WtW +

roof coverings, such as pavers3is riot possi le without first increasing the parapet heighty

PHA:

Terraceroofingalong86th Street adjardt to PHA is appears new and sound, although on 1/15/2018 we observed

to a a a e a prepm y been a dr n in th s area f e the terrace roof ng was replaced.Ths
area should be monitored to avoid and water leaking to the floors below.

The doors to the fire stairi from the PII level had the alarm turned off)

PHB:
c aceroo djac oP B is ex en ively coye what appeagtg be rubber t les T econd bonofthe
cof car not be seen as that area was not accessed directy.Forthe prevention of exterior fire spread, the NYCDOB
requires all roof coverings to be covered in Class A or B coverings (Title 27, Subchapter5,Fire Protection
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Attachment 3 (Con't)
KIMOYSTUDIOS
ARCH IT ECT URE D.P.C.

Construction Requir ment , Artigle Prevention of Exterior Fire Spread). Per Reference Standa d S 5± Roof

·Covering Classifications, A and B coverings include brfck·, concrete, tile and metals. Alternate materials are!
a(ce table if tested and assed under the testin methods as outlines in Reference Standard RSS-10. I Would

sugges having the nei h r submit the doctgnegatiogerifyin coingliance to RSS-10. If the material s Play
Guard Safety Surfacing, then per the documentation found on their website, the material was not testedger th-c

requirements of RSS-10. Moreover, as pieviously mentioned, the parapets at this level are at the legal minimum

heights without the approximately
2" rubber papers With the additiort of the pavers, the parapet heights are likely

bpow th ega i ngN1e h n mfny f noiniost agas. To cg_mply v thgC_p dingSod¼ the pagrsshould

be rernoved. If they in fact comply with fire code discussed above, they can remain if the parapet height is

infreased.

A gas barbeqüê was observed at PH B connected to the building with what appears to be a rubber hose. While gas

piped barbeques are permitted for use in NYC they are required to be installed incompliance with the provisions

Gütliñêd NYC Fire code section 307.5 as well as the plumbing code. Among other requirements, per the Fire Code

the barbeque should be installed at least 10 feet away from all combustible surfaces and materials. Per the

plumbing code the barbeque should be connected to a gas shut off with a_ pinl _« flgible hose no more that 36"

in length designed for this purpose. Rubber hoses are not al e per the plumbing code

Two large aluminum awnings at the east and west sides of PHB, and an open trellis awning to the north have been

installed and are attached to the building's exterior wall and the parapet. It should be confirmed that these

awnings were filed with the DOB and have been cñginccred to withstand wind loads required to avoid being
blown off the roof.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Best,

Tai-Ming Moy
KlMOY Studios Architecture DPC

Principal
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KlMOYSTUDIOS Attachment 3
ARCH1TE CT URE DP.C.

01. Roof Level, north Above PHB, showing pooling standing water stains. Taken frorn northeast section roof facing
northwest (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)
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KIMOYSTUDIOS Attachment 3
ARCHIT ECT URE D.P.C.

02. Roof Level north end above PHB, showing darnmmi«inned chimney iiens.Taken from northsectionofroof

facingeast(Tai-Ming Moy, March24,2018)
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KlMOYSTUDIOS Attachment 3
ARCH I T ECT URE D.P.C.

03. Roof Level, north end above common hall showing pooling water. Taken from middle section of roof facing
northeast (Tai-Ming May, March 24, 2018)

04. Roof Level above PHA at east end, pictu re showing gravel dirt and grass growing. Taken from middle section

of roof facing southeast (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)
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KIMOYSTUDIOS Attachment 3
ARCH IT ECT URE D.P.C.

05. Roof Leve above PHA at east end, picture shows grasses growing in gravel and dirt.Token from middle section
of roof facing south and down (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)

06. Roof Level above PHA. Taken from west end of south section of roof facing west (Tai-Ming May, March 24, 2018)
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KlMOYSTUDIOS Attachment3
ARCHITECTURE D.PC.

07. RoofLevelabovePHA 3howmgstandingwat e ringravelanddirt. Taken from west of south section (near water

tower) of roof facing down (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)

08 Penthouse Level: South terrace of PHA along 86th, with electric and water service and retractable awning .
Taken from southwestern portion of PH-A terrace facing east (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)
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KlMOYSTUDIOS Attachment 3
A RCH IT ECT URE D.P.C

09 Penthouse Level: Gas Barbeque at west sidÂ of PHB with rubber hose ccñnection. Picture shows path to fire

escape at north, gate to fire escape seen at top left of picture. Taken from northeast portion of PH-A terrace facing
north (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)

10 Penthouse Leveh Stack Rubber Pavers on PHB side, picture shoWs path to fire escape at north . Taken from

northwest portion of PH-A terrace facing north (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)
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KlMOYSTUDIOS Attachment 3
ARCH I T ECT URE D.P.C.

11 Penthouse Level: PHB Awning at East attached to building and parapet wall (similar aWning exists at west side
of PHB) Taken from southeast portion of roof facing north and down (Tol-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)

12 Penthouse Level:Trellis/Awning at north side of PHB can bee seen at bottom of picture. Taken from north
portion of roof facing north and down (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)
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J. Armand Musey

425 East 86th
Street, Apt. PH-A

New York, NY 10028

December 8, 2018

425 East 86th Board of Directors

425 East 86th
Street, Apt 15 BC

New York, NY 10028

Board of Directors,

I am writing to express my frustration with the lack of information forthcoming from the Board

and to respectfully demand additional information, detailed below, so that we can submit more

complete plans related to meeting my obligation to cover the terrace.

l. My Obligations Based on Co-Op's Arguments and Court Decision

There can be no doubt the Co-Op argued that I am required to cover the terrace when it

stated so multiple times in its sworn submissions in court. The Co-Op argued, for example:

It is respectfully argued, that the Court, in making its determination that the roof

rules are in full force and effect, should have also determined that because one of

these rules specifically requires the Plaintiff to install a protective surface over the

membrane immediately outside the Apartment - which Plaintiff has failed and

refused to do - he is not entitled to the relief sought in his fourth cause of action

under the theory that the Co-Op breached the Lease by failing to Install such a
surfacing1

Likewise, there can be no doubt that the court agreed with this argument in its October 2016

Decision. The Decision that essentially states the House Rules override the proprietary lease's

guarantees against such things as increasing cash costs to shareholders that are not

proportional to shares owned (for example, by requiring me pay for a renovation project or

paying for other maintenance costs the proprietary lease indicates are the Co-Op's

responsibility), or the right to quite enjoyment of the Apartment. As such, the decision

allowed the Board to foist massive costs on a single shareholder (me) and will allow it to do

the same to others.

As discu«od above, the House Rules are expressly incorporated Into the lease and

the lease terms are expressly made "subject
to"

those rules (see Lease §§ 7, 13).

Together, thelease and the House Rules operate together to contractually obligate

1 September 10, 2015 Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to Reargüê and Leave to

Amend in Support of Defendant's Cross-Motion for Leave and Reargue. As can find many other instances of such

arguments, if needed.

1
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Musey, as a penthouse apartment lessee, to pay for the renovation of the roof

space into a terrace space usable as an entertainment area.

If the Board can (and does) institute rules that override the proprietary lease, it obviously

lowers the value of the guarantees in everyone's proprietary lease. A bank who understood

this might understandably be reluctant to accept the proprietary lease as collateral for a loan.

However, that is what the Board argued, and that is what it got. I am not going to pretend

differently. Should the Board want to rectify the situation, it should take steps to

ackñcw|êdge the primacy of the proprietary lease over any House Rules as opposed to trying

to change history.

II. Lack of Information

If we are going to complete the required renovation in a timely, safe, and otherwise proper

manner, we will need the Board to be more forthcoming. Two general issues are mentioned

below:

A. Catch-22 with Plans and Information

We are stuck in a catch-22. The board appears to want to see our final plans before

providing information about existing conditions. The Board appears reluctant to

accept the simple fact that the primary purpose of our plans is to protect those

existing conditions in accordance with the Court's decision. We cannot design

protection of the existing conditions without knowing what they are.

The lack of information is particularly severe given that the terrace surface we are

required to cover was a non-standard installation the contactor was apparently

unwilliñg to guarantee it for even a single minute. Unsurprisingly, only a few years

later, the same surface now leaker and was pooling nearly from that start. Moreover,

it connects with the PH-B membrane that is obviously in very poor condition and

covered with material that does not meet fire code.

B. Disingenuous Responses to Requests

With respect to the instances where the Board has responded to my reasonable

questions, some of those responses have been disingenuous. For example:

1. in its December 3rd e-mail the Board insists that we include documentation

with our prior request for the prior engineer's analysis and work estimate.2 As

the Board is well aware, we were unable to copy or photograph the

documents due to the armed retired NYC policeman the Board hired to

monitor our document review. He was engaged specifically to prevent us from

copying or photographing such documents

rom the Board's December 3, 2018 e-mail "We are not aware of any work that was done on the terrace surface

after 2011. Please provide us with any documentation that you have on this. In the future, when you raise issues

where you cite "documentation" as evidence, please include the documents in question with your
communications."

2
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2. The assertion that the terrace surface could not be guaranteed because the

PH-B terrace was not covered is incorrect. Of course, virtually no contractor

will guarantee a roofing-type surface if it connects to another area they did

not work on, from where water can penetrate. The simple accepted solution

is to add a small curb in the narrow area where the new roof membrane ends,

near the PH-B swinging terrace doors. This solution would have isolated the

two areas (PH-A and PH-B terraces) from water infiltration, allowing for a

standard 20 to 25-year guarantee on the PH-A side.3d Our designer, architect

and a roofing contractor we consulted each independently thought of this

same solution after about 5 minutes. It's disingenuous to indicate that

covering only one side of the terrace is the reason for the lack of warrantee,

when such a simple solution was readily available.

III. Prior Requests

The Board has been non-responsive to prior information request we need to proceed. For

clarity, they are outlined below:

A. We respectfully demand know the condition of the parapets. The parapet height is,

in many places, at the exact legal minimum. There is no question that parapet heights

will need to be increased with any covering
used.5

Additionally, as the parapets are

the primary safety against someone falling and there is a long history of problems

with the parapets. Without further information, we cannot determine if we can

safely rely on them, if (or how) they can safely be raised, or if they need to be rebuilt

entirely before covering the membrane. Obviously rebuilding the parapets impacts

the work that will be needed on the membrane to make it capable of being covered.

B. We respectfully demand the Board immediately provide to all information related to

unabated asbestos on or near any roof area. It would be unconscionable to have

people working in an area with unabated asbestos without understanding the

situation and taking the necessary remedial actions necessary, if any. We have

previously asked for this information several times to no avail.

C. we respectfully demand to know the manufacturer and product name of membrane

material used on the terrace. Especially as there is no warranty, we will need to look-

up performance specifications from the manufacturer to understand the appropriate

process for covering it, or if it is even appropriate to cover the existing membrane in

any manner. It does not have a
"label"

on it that we can simply look-up.

D. We respectfully demand to see the prior engineer's (Sean Daly) plan with respect to

how to cover the terrace. This is particularly true given the non-standard covering

process (a "half-replacement") and no attempt to isolate from PH-B that precluded

3 Some segments of the narrow back portions of the PH-A terrace might need to be re-pitched to flow towards the

front (south) drains. This would have been a minimal incremental cost when installing the current membrane.

These areas currently pool and need to be re-pitched in any case.
4 Such a curb could also allow a standard guarantee for a recovering of the PH-B terrace when that Is done.
5 The 40-pound per sq. foot maximum weight effectively limits the material that can be used on 80% of the area to

meet fire code to porcelain.

3
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guarantees (by the installer or through aftermarket guarantees). Our technical team

was shocked to find such conditions in a Manhattan apartment building. Their initial

reaction is that the membrane on our side (PH-A) should be completely replaced and

we should all start from scratch. This would involve (generally speaking): 1) adding a

curb to block water flow from the PH-B terrace; 2) properly sloping the surface

towards the drains; 3) and adding a completely new membrane with a standard 20

or 25-year guarantee; and 4) covering the new membrane using lightweight porcelain

pavers on 80% of the surface area.

As mentioned previously, our technical team needs additional information before

deciding if it is appropriate to add a new membrane on top of the existing one, or if

all layers should be first removed down to the concrete. Knowing more about the

existing membrane may lead to less extensive alternative solutions. But if the Co-op's

prior engineer or current architect/engineer, who oversaw and work on the parapets

and terrace surface already has a better alternative, it could save a lot of time and

money if we could see it.

IV. Additional information Necessary to Proceed

A. Information about recent leaks. We need to understand the condition of the existing

membrane and whether it has experienced any leaks. Obviously, we cannot cover a

leaking membrane. We respectfully demand such information.

B. Terrace surface history. Technical teams asked for this information for two reasons.

First, they need it to figure out if there was a way to salvage portions of the current

membrane. Second, they need it to figure out if the best course of action is 1) to

cover over the existing membrane; or b) to rip-up the existing membrane(s) down to

the cement undersurface and then lay a new membrane on the cement

undersurface.

C. Information about plans to fix terrace level drainage. As the Board is well-aware, for

over five years (see David Munve's August 2013 e-mail attached), there is significant

pooling of water in the back areas of the terrace. This condition is considered a

problem and will likely lead to additional water infiltration in the future. We have

reason to believe water infiltration has already begun. The existing surface pitch

needs to be fixed before we can cover the terrace. As the board has taken

responsibility for the membrane, we respectfully demand to know the board's plans

and time table to fix the drainage problem.

D. Weight calculation for the PH-B occupied terrace. Our architect informs us that the

40 lb./sq. foot weight limit refers to the complete terrace level. The weight

calculation cannot be completed without considering the existing weight and area

calculations from the PH-B terrace. This is important for safety reasons. Please

forward that information.

V. PH-B Awnings
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We have been made aware, that in addition to issues previously mentioned, the fixed awnings

currently on the PH-B terrace violate multiple building code and/or zoning ordinances. As at

least one member of the Board is a zoning expert, the Board is undoubtedly aware of these

issues. I respectfully demand that the board address the issue as soon as soon as possible,

given the safety implications during high wind events

VI. Conclusion

I believe we are entitled to the above information on at least five separate grounds:

1) I am a shareholder in the Co-Op and this information significantly impacts my investment

and my ability to determine how much it is worth

2) It directly impacts my family's ability to safe and quiet enjoyment of the Apartment, our

full-time residence

3) It impacts my ability to comply with the requirement to cover the terrace membrane per

the Co-Op's arguments and the Court's interpretation of the Roof/Terrace Standards.

Simply put, the required renovation process is frozen without more information from the

Board

4) It impacts my right to make alterations on the Roof/Terrace areas in the subject to Board

approval per the proprietary lease. Not providing the necessary information about

existing conditions is an unreasonable restraint on this right. As mentioned above, our

alteration plan is at a halt without more information from the Board

5) I can think of no legitimate reason it would impose any difficulty on the Co-Op to provide

this information. No shareholder-specific information is at stake, and I am more than

happy to copy them myself or to pay reasonable copying expenses

The bottom line is that we are willing to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars in the building
to meet our obligations. This money will not materially benefit us, but will significantly upgrade

the building's infrastructure. However, we need the Board's reasonable cooperation on this

complex project.

Regards,

J. Armand Musey

Apartment PH-A

5
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EXHIBIT B
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Managment Inquiries
Phone: 2126928451J ARMAND MUSEY Karel.Deboer@Ellimanpm.Com425 E 86TH ST UNIT PHA

NEW YORK NY t0028-6449 www,ertimanpm.com

lol.i-fit. I ls.1Inf.Jil,-3 -1-t-3fir.8!u 1 g ..g g

HELP SAVe OUR PLANET
MAINTENANCE 0.00 2942.77 2942.77
MAINT RETRO 0,00 18746 137.46 SIGN UP FOR ONLINE FEATURES:
CABLE SERVICE 0.00 31.50 · 31.50 View current bills
LEGAL 0.00 595.00 595.00

Pay your bill
Update your information
Review balance .
Review past blils

VFSIT: ELLIMANPM.REVIEViiviViNVOICE.COM

Terms payable upon receipt. Please reference your account number with your mmittamn

v DETACH AND RETURN COUPON WITH YOUR PAYMENT v

J. ARMAND MUSEY . 24121701
UNIT PHA ----

426 EAST 86TH STREET 2'd- $3,706.73
NEW YORK NY 10028 ;

PHA

. .. O2i01/19

C/O BANK OF NEW YORK 425 EAST 86TH APTS CORP.

PO BOX 350 . . . ...,............. .. .. . .

AR DEPT: DG
EMERSON, NJ 07630

Please Include Account Nurnber On All Payments.

6310082O561820171817231617200000037067302012019000000209

nammqueimpairves,,,.m... ..--n ·..mi immamm•¬·mism. . .. . · ·· ·iummni.ili........ . . . .
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KASWARD: NARINE
ACCOUNTEXECU11YE
V01010:nM98191
FAAXi 644843 2504
LMAlla KA$WARE1LNARINE@ELLIMANMi,COM

January 25, 2019

J. Armand Musey
425 East 86* Street, Apt PHA

New York, NY 10028

Re: 425 East B&h Street, Api., Nbi

Tenant Charge

Dear Mr. Musey:

Please be advised that your February 2019maintenance bill will refleet a charge of$55150

for professional services rendered by Stiefel, Cohen & Foote, P,C. per the attached invoice number

20865

Please feel free to contact the üadcysigned with any questions regarding the above. Thank

you.

Very truly yours,

//

KÀswaree Narine

K8lje

Ce: Deard of Directors, DE-AR

67S Thkd Avenius* Nr3w½1rk,NY 10017 * Thi:212.370-0200 * wwunsliroanpm com

out:blank 2/26/20
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STIEFEL COMEN & FOOTE, P.C

770 Lexington Avenue

New York NY 10065
212-735-2800

December 11, 2018

420 East 86 Apartments Corp,/PHA
c/o Douglas Elliman Management
675 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Invoice # 20865

11/S/2018 HLC RGView emal1 from Musy, 0,20 BS-00
425,00/hr

11/6/2010 HLC Email re: response to 0,20 86-00

Musey, 425.00/hr

11/9/2018 HLC Revlaw ema11 from A. 0.30 127.50

Musey re: alterations, 425.00/br

11/16/2018 HLC Review email trom 0.20 85,00
shareholder re: 425,00/hr
renovations.

11/20/2010 HLC Review email re: 0.20 85,00
renovetl©ng , 425,00/hr

11/26/2010 HLC Review proposed 0.30 12t50
responses to A, Musey, 425,00/hr

SUF3TOTAL: I 1 40 699,001

For professional services rendered l, 40 $595 00

Previous balance $2,635 00

out:blank 2/26/20
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426 East 86 Apartments Corp JPHA Page 2

...... Arno.u1Lt

11/30/2018 Credit ($722, 50)

Total payments and adjustments ($722, 50)

Balance due $2, 507.50

out:blank 2/26/20
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J. Armand Musey
425 East 86th

Street, Apt PH-A

New York, NY 10028

August 30, 2018

Mr. David Munves
425 East 86th

Apartment Corp
425 East 86th

Street, Apt 15 BC

New York, NY 10028

Sent via email: David.Munves@moodys.com

Dear Mr. Munves,

[ hope that you and your family had an enjoyable summer. I am writing you about five significant
issues:

1) We receive the new House Rules dated August 1, 2018. The new House Rules indicate the

Roof/Terrace Standards attached are incorporated into them. However, no Roof/Terrace

Standards are attached. The only item in the House Rules related to the Roof/Terrace area is

number 25, a prohibition from covering the area without board permission. Unless we hear

differently, we assume this is the extent of the Roof/Terrace Standards -
essentially a return to

the historical situation that existed from the co-op conversion until shortly before I became a
shareholder. If not. we_r_qseectfu!!y demand the Corporation distribute to the current

Roof/Terrace Standards that are part of the House Rules to all sharehelders are required in

Article 3 Section 8 of the 425 East 86 Apartment Corp's (the "Corporation") bvlaws.

2) I am concerned that PH-B appears to be in violation not only of the 2013, 2014 and 2015

Roof/Terrace standards, but also NYC fire code. We respectfully demand the Board take stees

to brina Anartrñerd PH-B's terrace into comoliance with a) the applicable fire codes and buildin ;1
codes; and b) whatever version of the Roof/Terrace Standards it believes are currently effective.

The current situation blocks access to the rear fire escapes, presenting a significant safety
hazard. An analysis of Apartment PH-B's violations of Roof/Terrace Standards and an analysis
of the canditicñ of the areas is in attachments 1, 2 and 3 of this letter. It appears from my
reading of paragraph 19 of the proprietary lease, the Board can unilaterally make repairs as
needed to ensure compliance with the proprietary lease, including house rules it believes are in

place, and invoice the relevant shareholder to those costs. As such, there should be no reason

for delay in addressing this issue

3) We understand the Board's position may be that the requirement for penthouse sharehólder's

to be responsible for maintenance of the Roof/Terrace areas broadly defined (paragraphs 4 and

5 of the 2013 and 2014 Roof/Terrace Standards). We are also aware that significant amounts of

repairs and/or maintenance have been done on the parapets, roof, terrace, water tower, and/or
elevator mechanicals (all in the roof/terrace areas) since we becarñe a shareholder in 2013. We
dernand the Corooration account of these costs the raticñal for which are (or are not) being
aliccated to üéñthouse shareholders. and the allocation of those costs between PH-A and PH-B

shareholders. We simply cannot be in situation where we potentially owe large amounts of

money to the Corporation that we are not aware of. Among other things, it would be impossible

to sell our shares with such undisclosed liabilities, assuming they exist.
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J. Armand Musey, August 30, 2018

4) Despite previous requests, the Board has not indicated what alterations it would requires me

to make to the Roof/Terrace areas appurtenant to apaitment PH-A. Moreover, we are unaware

of any type of covering that can be added to the lower terrace area without requiring an increase

in the parapet heights (see attachment 3 for details). To the extent the board believes

Roof/Terrace areas appuitenant to Apartment PH-A are not in compliance with whatever

version of the Roof/Terrace Standards it believes are in place, or if the Board does not believe

the area can sustain its usually and customary historical use (see attachments 4 and 5), we
invite the Corporation to unilaterally make those alterations. I am willing to pay the reasonable

cost of such afterations the board believes, in qood faith, are needed to comply with the

Roof/Terrace Standards. assuming such work done on a competitively bid process by an

indepêñdent contractor and that PH-A and PH-B are treated eauitab!v with respect to allocation

of such costs.

5) We understand that apartments below us are experieñoing severe water infiltration issues,

potentially due to problems with the terrace surface above it and/or failure of the recent pointing
work. The leakage is apparently below areas where we have repeatedly reparted water
pooling. To the extent the Corporation intends to invoice centhouse shareholders for these
reoairs. we demand that we be keot a¤ara|sed of the notential cost and timina of these repaits

and the allocation of such costs between PH-B and PH-A.

I look forward to your response.

Best regards,

r nand Musey

Cc: Mr. Herb Cohen; Mr. George Greenberg

Attachments:

1) Roof/Terrace Standards compliance summary chart

2) Roof/Terrace conditions - Letter from Eng|ñear at FSI Architecture

3) Roof/Terrace conditions - Letter from Architect at KlMOY Studios Architecture

4) Prior Use - Photo from NY Post

5) Prior use - Excerpts from board minutes

2
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ATTACHMENT 1: TERRACE RULE COMPLIANCE & DISTRIBUTION

Relevlant Roof/Terrace Standards Elements PHB [Greenberg] Compiance with Standards

2013 2014 2015

Roof/Terrace covering to roof membrane to protect from FOOT TRAFFIC* n/a

Roof/Terrace coverings complies with appuceb!e law (inc. fire & bldg. codes) per prop. leese X X X

No fixed awnings X X X

No storage of any personal or househol(items X
.
X X

No floor covering can lower height from finished floor to top of parapet to under
42"

X X X

No plante s o objects attached to, ïest ön or be supported:frorn ayapet wall . X X

No trees no higher than 72 inches X X X

No plant irri ation system

No objects blocking egress X X X

Alteration agreement with ¼"
to 1'O"

plans, layout, etc part of Corporation's files X X . X

ladémñification agreement for use & maintenance of roof terrace* X X n/a

No planters placed closer than 6"
from parapet walls** X n/a n/a

No fences, trellises, pergolas and sheds** X n/a n/a

No propane gas barbecue grills** X n/a n/a

No planters against the parapet walls** n/a n/a

Self-contained planters must be lightèeight** X n/a n/a

Co-Op PROCESS for Roof/Terrace Standards Co-op Actions

Distributed and received by PHA

Verified in effect by Board President via email & verbal confirmation (w/ corroboration)

Passage indicated in board minutes unknown

Distributed to allshareholders X X X

Marked as "house rules"
or incorporated into House Rules X X X

Managing Agent or Superintendent SHALL ensure compliance (per Standards)
* Changes to Roof/Terrace Standards made in 2015 removed this requirement Change confirmed in oral appelatte arguments.
** Changes to Roof/Terrace Standards in 2014 allowed for elements of PH-B's terrace. Greenberg does not appear to have made any changes to comply.
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Attachment 2

IS

architecture Form space Image
engineenng 307 716Ave, suite 1001

interior design New York, NY 10001
project management Tel.: 212.645.3775

A R c H I T E C T U R E forensic !nvestigations Fax: 212,845.4099

September 6, 2016

J. Armand Musey
425 East 86th St. PHA

New York, NY 10028

Mr. Musey,

Per your request, I have summarized the basic Department of Building ("DOB") rules for roof
coverings. Please note my coñGerns about the covering over the terrace adjacent to Penthouse
B at the end of this letter.

In a single letter I cannot cover every possible nuance of NYC DOB roof covering rules for all

situations, but I can provide you with some basic guidelines. I can provide more definitive
feedback on a particular covering approach after seeing the specs. With those caveats, the

basic guidelines are summarized as follows:

1. For roof coverings/attachments, the NYC DOB requires all residential buildings to meet
fire resistance standards

"A"
or

"B."
See Attachment I.

2. Materials deemed to meet these requirements are listed Reference Standards RS 5-9 in
Attachment II As shown in RS 5-9, the acceptable materials largely include solid
materials - Brick, Cement, Clay etc. as well as certain metals, and in some cases,
asbestos materials (which I would not recommend).

3. Alternative materials are acceptable under RS 5-10 (See Attachment II) if they pass full

scale testing acceptable to the commissioner under ASTEM E108. ASTEM E108 testing
is extensive and describe in this link: htto://www.palmex.fr/wp-

content/uoloads/2014/03/ASTM-E108 .odf .

4. Should you use alternative materials allowable under RS 5-10, you need to be sure they
have the appropriate certificate from the NY DOB and maintain the documentation in a

safe location. Here is an example of a NYC DOB certification for an alternative material

http://www.surfacinasvstems.com/Files/115088/UNITY'S%20Actual%20Report%20from

%20NYC%20Dept%20of%20Buildings%20via%20MEA.odf

Based on the above analysis, I recommended concrete pavers on pedestals be installed over a
drainage mat for your terrace. l believe that is the most cost effective mâññér to get the
protection needed to make the area trafficable, including normal use of table and chairs, while

remaining in compliance with DOB rules. However, I am available to evaluate other alternatives
you or your Co-op might consider. One alternative, a cold fluid membrane, could meet DOB
rules, but would likely not be sufficiently puncture resistant, particularly if installed over the

current membrane as opposed to directly on a concrete surface. I would recommend against it,

simply because the much higher risk of puncture is not offset by a significant cost savings.
Lightweight tile systems are another option, but structural rods would have to penetrate the roof

\TS-4TBlFSI-ProjectsTArchiOfficeDocumen½!Skreg=!ProjectDocs\P508409\F2Client_CerrsEp"-ëE 308409-Letter-Roaf.rtf 1 of 2

...
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Attachment 2 (Cont')
FSI ARCHITECTURE PC
Page 2

and would also be more expensive. Another more expensive and complex option would be brick

or tile set in mud (cement). Among these opticas, pavers set on a draiiisye mat seems the most
cost-effective solution.

Separatejyni recommend that you yerJy that the rubber terrace covering nt to

Penthouse-Bs complies with RS 5-10 and has the proper supporting documentation. From a

stancgit appears that they not made of a materiaj allowable under RS 5-9nso they must

npjy with the anetnative standard ynder RS 5-10. It t ey are P ayguard rubber t les, as you

suggest they do not seem to meet this standard. The documentation for Playguard tiles

tey they comply with ASTM D2859 (buming pilj lept)Jsee

http //maxcdn.ecoreintl.com/marketing/playquard/quidespecs/PlavGuard°420Guide%20Seecific

ation%20Manual.pdf ). The ASTM D2859 (burning pill test) is designed for a finished textile floor

Isee httos //www.astm.org/Standards/D2859.htm ). ASTM D2859 is significantly less robust

than the ASTM E108 test necessary for a r on-combustibje roof. Moreover Playguard s New

Iork distrjbuter, Joseph Pupijjo at Raymond Michael Ltd., indj3ated that ASTM D2859 is the

gn y ammability test their product line has been ot:djf(çd for. If thjs is the case, it s not, in my

yies an allowable option for a roof covering per NYC DOB raggjgns To access the bupding s

fire escape, from your apartment or from the first stairwells on the terrace level people woujd

need to cross the feñ use-8 terrace located on the north side of the building. Consequently
it is particularly important that this area be safe in the event of a fire

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions.

Regards,
FSI Architecture PC

Jim Cicalo NCARB
Principal

\\TS-4TB\FSt-Projects\ArchiOfficeDocument0E:--;-Trojõct DocsiPGGG4G^T2Client_Corresp\Email\508409-Letter-Roof.rtf 2 of 2
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KIMOYSTUDlOS Anechment a
ARCHI T ECT URE D.P.C.

May 9, 2018

1 Armand Musey
425 East 86th Street, PHA

New York, NY 10028

Dear Mr. Musey,

We performed visual inspections of the Roof and Penthouse levels of 425 East 86th Street on 1/15/2018,
02/08/2018 and on 03/24/2018 and made the following observations. Below is a plan of the upper roof as well as
the Penthouse Terrace Level, numbered arrows reference pictures that follow the body of the text,

FIREESCAPE - F)XEDTRELLISPHB FIREESCAPE

PHSTERRACE PHBTERRACE

ALUMNUM . ALUMINIUM
AWNING AWNING
PHB . PHB

ELEVATOR

ROOFACCESSDOOR M

STAIRWELLSKYLIGHTS - STAIRWELL
ROOFACCESSDOOR , SKYLIGHT

PHATERRACE PHATERRACE

WATERELEVATtON ELEVATION RPOFfdST
. TOWER

PH/)SELOW

r n oo -
PHATERRACE
ALONG86THSTREET

425 EAST 86TH STREET ROOF PLAN
SCALE:1/16"=1'-0*

134WEST29™STREET SUITE809 NEWYORK NY 10001 T,212392.4947 F.212.624.0227
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KIMOYSTUDIOS Attachrnent 3 (con't)
ARCH IT ECT URE D.P.C.

Roof Level:

The roof level is shaped like a "T" with a bar running east-west, parallel to 86th Street {over PHA), and a second
bar extending perpendicularly to the north (over PHB).

The southern east-west section of the roof (above PHA) has a water tower in the center. Both sections of the roof

east and west of the water tower appear to be quite old and are covered in gravel and dirt. Grass is growing in it at
the east and standing water observed in the gravel around the roof drain at the west (near the PH-A roof access
ladder). Standing water /puddles will damage roofing during the freeze and thaw cycle of the winter months.

Moreover , the roots of grasses will damage the roofing. Our visual inspection indicates these sections appear to
be the oldest portions of the roof. Some portions of the flashing at the west end have been recently
repaired/replaced. It is difficult to verify the mnation of the whole roof in this area because of the gravel covering.

Judging from what can be seen, these areas of roof should be repaired/replaced to avoid water damage. The area

directly beneath the water tower (no gravel), has had some more recent repairs and various applications of

aluminum roof paint. Based on a visual inspection this area directly beneath the water tower appears relatively
sound.

The northern section of the roof, above the stair wells, elevator, and PHB, appears to have received recent
applications of a!uminum paint and, overall, appears to be relatively sound. However, we observed pools of water
and staining indicating that the roofing should be closely iñóniteied and may need replacement in the near
future. There pieces of decommissioned stainless-steel chimney laying on the roof that should be removed to
avoid blowing off the roof.

Based on the Asbestos Inspection performed by Timothy Donohoe on 8/16/2012, there is asbestos present in the

roofing materials and caulk as masonry openings and concrete seams. Based on these findings, any work that
disturbs these materials will likely require abatement which must be performed in accordance with the DEP
Asbestos Rules.

Penthouse Terrace Level

The parapet and railing along
86th street and the west side of have been recently rebuilt. At the west end of PHA

the parapet is 49" tall above the roofing. Along
86th street is approximately

54" tall. At the east side and along the
north side of PHA the parapet is roughly

38" tall above the roofing with a 6" tall metal railing on top for a total of
42" above the roofing. This 42" tall railing appears to be tl e ypi I g or thp restof thgparapets at the

ponthmme level (parapets adjacent to PHB). As 42" is the minimum legalparpet height, installation of àdditianal
roof coverings, such as pavers, is not possible without first increasing the parapet heighty

PHA;

Ten ac roofing along
86th Street adjacent to PHA is rinew andfound,fltim b on 1/15/2018 we observed

yoge wapp of ng he ngfthSgt and northwest sides of PHA. As this area is not near a drain anfdoes or slop
Â°EªId d ain e e n ay bye y een a rain n his area b fore the terrace roofing was replaced. This
area should be monitored to avoid and water leaking to the floors belowe

The doors to the fire stairs from the PH level had the alarm turned off.

PHB:
Terrace roofing adjacent to PH B is extensively co ered in what appears to be rubber tiles. The of the

f canpot be seen as that aga was not a cessed directly ar the prey of exterior fire spread the NYC DOB
requires all roof coverings to be covered in Class A or B cGRilny (Title 27, Subchapter 5, Fire ProtectMn

134WEST29™STREET sUITE809 NEWYORK NY 10001 T.212.392.4947 F.212.624.o227
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Attachment 3 (Con't)
KlMOYSTUDIOS
A RCH [T ECT URE D.P.C.

Construction Reqdremcats, Article 4, Prevention of Exterior Fire Spread) Per Reference Standard RS 5t Roof

covering Mí:· +m, A and B coverings include brick, concrete, tile and metals. Alternate materials are

acceptable if tested and passed under the testing methods as outlines in Reference Standard RSS-10. [ would

g est f aving e eighbor submit th venty g comp lance to R55 1 f th at al s lay
a ty thyn per the entat on found on thei ebsite, the nater was not testedper the

X Î of RS 10 or oyer, as prev ously mentioned the parapets at this level are at the legal
he ghts w thout tfle approximately 2 rubber papers.yth tF e add tion of thqaver eparapet heigh re ke y
belove the legal minhmm height in many, if not most areas. To comply with NYC b code, the pavers should
e 5üñ d. If they in fact comply with fire code discussed above, they can remain if the parapet height is

increased.

A gas barbeque was observed at PHB connected to the building with what appears to be a rubber hose. While gas

piped barbeques are permitted for use in NYC they are required to be installed incompliance with the provisions

outlined NYC Fire code section 307.5 as well as the plumbing code. Among other requirements, per the Fire Code
the barbeque should be installed at least 10 feet away from all comhmtihp surfaces and materials. Per the

plumbing code the barbeque should be connected to a gas shut off with a stainless flexible hose no more that 36"

in length designed for this purpose. Rubber hoses are not allowed per the plumbing code

Two large ±± m awñlags at the east and west sides of PHB, and an open trellis awning to the north have been

installed and are attached to the building's exterior wall and the parapet. Itshould be confirmed that these

awnings were filed with the DOB and have been eñgiñeered to withstand wind loads required to avoid being
blown off the roof.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Best,

Tai-Ming Moy
KIMOY Studios Architecture DPC

Principal

134 WEsT29™sTREET SUITE809 NEWYORK NY 10001 T.212.392.4947 F.212.624.0227
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KIMOYSTUDIOS Attachment 3
ARCH I T ECT URE DAC.

01. Roof Level, north Above PHB, showing pooling standing water stains. Taken from northeast section roof facing
northwest (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)

134WEST29™STREET SUITE809 NEWYORK NY 10001 T.212.392.4947 F.212.624.0227
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KIMOYSTUDIOS Attachment 3
ARCH(T ECT URE D.P.C.

02. Roof Levet north end above PHB, showing decommissioned chimney sections. Taken from north section of roof

facing east (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)

134WEST29™STREET SUITE809 NEWYORK NY 10001 T.212.392.4947 F.212.624.0227
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KIMOYSTUDIOS Attachment 3
A RCH iT ECT URE D.P.C.

03. Roof Level, north end above common hal showing pooling water.Taken from middle section of roof facing
northeast (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)

04. Roof Level above PHA at east end, pictu re showing gravel dirt and grass growing. Taken from middle section
of roof facing southeast (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)

134 WEST29™STREET SUITE809 NEWYORK NY 10001 T.212.392.4947 F.212.624.0227
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KlMOYSTUDIOS æ±ment 3
ARCH I T ECT URE D.P.C.

05. Roof Level above PHA at east end, picture shows grasses grûwing in gravel and dirt. Taken from middle section
of roof facing south and down (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)

06. Roof Level above PHA. Taken frorn west end of south section of roof facing west (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)

134WEST29™STREET SUITE809 NEWYORK NY 10001 T.212.392.4947 F.212.624.0227
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KIMOYSTUDIOS Attachment 3
ARCH IT ECT URE D.P.C.

07. Roof Level a bove PHA showing standing water in gravel and dirt. Token from west of south section (near water

tower) of roof facing down (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)

08 Penthouse Level: South terrace of PHA along 86*, with electric and water service and retractable awning .
Token from sou Limmiern portion of PH-A terrace facing east (Tai-Ming May, March 24, 2018)

134WEST29™STREET SUITE809 NEWYORK NY 10001 T.212.392.4947 F.212.624.0227
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KIMOYSTUDIOS Attachment 3
ARCH I T ECT URE D.P.C.

09 Penthouse Level. Gas Barbeque at west side of PHB with rubber hose connection. Picture shows path to fire

escape at north, gate to fire escape seen at top left of picture. Taken from northeast portion of PH-A terrace facing
north (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)

!

10 Penthouse Level: Stack Rubber Pavers on PHB side, picture shows path to fire escape at north . Taken from

northwest portion of PH-A terrace facing north (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)
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KIMOYSTUDIOS Attachment 3
ARCH IT ECT URE D.P.C.

11 Penthouse Leveh PHB Awning at East attached to building and parapet wall (similar awning exists at west side

of PH B) Taken from southeast portion of roof facing north and down (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)

12 Penthouse Level:Trellis/Awning at north side of PHB can bee seen at bottom of picture. Taken from north
portion of roof facing north and down (Tai-Ming Moy, March 24, 2018)
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The Board of Directors

425 East 86 Apartments Corporation

September 26, 2018

Mr. J. Armand Musey

425 East
86"'

Street, Apt. PHA

New York, NY 10028

Re: 425 East
86d'

Apartments Coro

Dear Mr. Musey:

I refer to your letter to me, dated August 30, 2018. I will respond to your

statements/inquiries In the order in which you posed them. Please note that these

responses are iñdapêñdêñt of any questions or issues that might arise from your recent

submission of alteration plans for the terrace
immediataly outside Penthouse A and the

roof above Penthouse A.

1. The question of whether you received the revised version of the

Terrace Rules has been rendered moot by the recent email you received containing the

rules. We will distribute the revised rules to all sharêhalders shortly.

2. We are in the process of engaging an engineer to evaluate the

condition of the PHB terrace.

3. It seems that you have a misimpression about respüñsibility for the

costs of repairs and maintenance of the Items which you cite. Repairs and maintañañee

of the parapets, roof water tower and elevator mechanicals, as well as the
underlying

structure of the terraces, are the responsibility of the cooperative (to the extent that the

repairs and/or maintenance are not necessitated by the actions/inactions of a

shareholder) and are paid from the common funds of the cooperative.
They are thus

bome by all shareholders in proportion to the number of shares that they own. At no

time were any of those costs allocated merely to the penthouse apartments.

4. The Board does not require you to make any alterations to the

terrace area appurtenant to PH A. To be clear,
"a!taraticña"

In this case mean changes

to the terrace surface, parapet walls, and other componêñts that form part of the
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Mr. J. Armand
Musey

September 26, 2018

Page 2

physical plant of the building. Mcfwever, should you choose to improve the terrace so

that you may use it for specific desired purposes, you are required to submit a plan

describing what you intend to do in this regard, addressing subjects like the covering
that will protect the roof surface, whether you intent to install any planters or other
structures such as awnings or pergolas, etc. The scisvañt guidelines are contained in
the Terrace Standards.

5. Should the building's 60g1ñ66i determine that leaks in other units
stem from problems with the structure of the terrace (and have not been caused by the
use of the terrace by you, Margaret or the occupants of PHB), the cost of repairs will be
paid by the cooperative.

If you have add|ticñat questions, please do not hesitate to contact me via
this email address,

Very truly yours,

David Munves
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21 EAST 86 STREET APARTMENTS CORP.

: 0 iTd
of pire½ors.Meet

!
nberg

inkler

ibon

ng was called to order at 7:00 P.M.

m nutes of the prior Board meeting were appnyvid as submitted

intendent's Resoct

er Sammy is looking into placing a stand by pump in the basemùm une thiht
flood s that have occurred in the past year from heavy mim. &ñùàTy
explained that the floods are occurring because the city &åiñAgè is
msufficient for the neighborhood and therefore backs up.

Reported that Julius has completed radiation treatments Further disenWiah
was tabled until the next meeting.

r Tank The tank will be cleaned the week of September 13th Mter Will W
shutdown in the building for 6 hours.

pt The 12th floor painting will be completed the Week of &pRn é h. lb
ISth Floor painting will begin upon the 12th noor com eti
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f ILEffi NEW YORK COUNTŸ CLERK 11/21/2 016 03 : 12 PM)
TNDEX NO. 650610/2015

NYSCEF DOC. NO. 13 RECEIVED NYSCEF: 11/21/2016

Mot. Seq. # I

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK
--- ¬------------------ ----------------x
STEPHEN RUSHMORE and JULIA RUSHMORE, :

: Index No. 650610/2015

Plaintiffs, :

: Hon. Nancy M. Bannon
- against - :

: IAS Part 42
PARK REGIS APARTMENT CORP., ROBERT :

BOURQUE, JAY RACHMAN1, BRIAN HARRIS, : SUPPORTING
RUTH TURNER, JAY WILKER, SHELDON : AFFIDAVIT

WERDIGER, FRED SAMUELS, PATRICIA :

KANTOR, and ELISE KASELL, :

Defendants. :
----------- --------- - ---- x
STATE OF CONNECTICUT)

ss.:

COUNTY OF FAIRFIELD )

STEPHEN RUSHMORE, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. I am the plaintiff in this proceeding, and as such, I am fully familiar with the facts

and circumstances contained herein. I make this affidavit based on personal knowledge, except

where otherwise indkad, in support of plaintiffs' ("Plaintiffs," shall h±± both me and my

wife, plaintiff Julia Rushmore) motion for mmmary judgment, pursuant to CPLR 3212, against

defendants The Park Regis Apartment Corp, ("Park Regis"), Robert Bourque ("Bourque") and

Jay Rachmani ("Rachmani") (Park Regis, Bourque, and Rachmani collectively, the

"Defendants").

2. Plaintiffs owned Penthouse C at 50 East
89*

Street (the "Unit") in the building

known as Park Regis.

3. When we purchased the Unit in 2006, we were asked to sign a letter where we

"acknowledge that we were advised by the Board of Directors of Park Regis Apartii1ei1t

Corporation that the Co-op intends to re-open the garden on the roof over the pciitlicüses for use

1 of 6
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Mot. Seq. #1

by residents of the
building."

A copy of that letter is annexed as Exhibit 6 hereto, I signed that

letter.

4, However, we did not waive our right to object to the opening of the Roof Terrace,

and were aware that the 2006 letter (Ex. 6) did not waive any such rights.

5. As such, while we acknowledged that Defendants may seek to open a Roof

Terrace directly above the Unit in 2006, we did not waive our rights to object to the opening of

the Roof Terrace. Ex. 6.

6. In the event that a Roof Terrace was opened, the hallway used by the penthouse

owners would morph into a public walkway, and tenants would be permitted to cangregate

directly above the Unit. As a result, we would lose privacy, since persons on the Roof Terrace

could look at our terrace.

7. We would also experience noise liom the footsteps and sceializing going on

above us, have unknown persons using the penthouse hallway, and attend to garbage strewn fi-om

the roof onto our terrace.

8, Given that opening the Roof Terrace wouki be a terrible nuisance to us, if it

opened, the value of the Unit would he adversely affected.

9. As such, during our tenancy in Park Regis, we regularly objected to the opening

of the Roof Terrace.

10. Indeed, there were negotiations between us and the Defendents concerning the

Roof Terrace. Along with the two other penthouse owners, we once offered that the Roo f

Terrace could be opened lbr July 4. A copy of a letter we signed along with the other Penthouse

owners dated July 1, 2009 is annexed as Exhibit 7 hereto.

I1. in April 2013, we decided to put the Unit on the market for sale.

2

. .
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Mot. Seq. #1

12. We expected that we would be able to sell the same Unit that we purchased;

where the purchaser would acknowledge that Park Regis intended to open a Roof Terrace, but

not tbreclosing a purchaser from objecting to or seeking compensation for the ap6ñing of the

RoofTerrace, as we had done for our approximate 7 year tenancy.

13. The Unit sat on the market thr approximately a year and a half before we entered

a cóñtrâct of sale in October 2014, agreeing to sell the Unit to Eric and Sandra Krasnoff (the

"New
Buyers" or the "Krasnoffs") for $8.75 million. A copy of the October 8, 2014 contract of

sale between us and the New Buyers is annexed as.Bxhibit 12 hereto.

14. At that point, DeP±ndants had not mentioned the agreement they secretly intended

to impose on the New Buyers.

15. Indeed, the idea that any new purchaser would be compelled to waive the right to

object to opening a Roof Terrace was never communicated to us prior to our agreeing to sell the

Unit.

16. Immediately after receiving the initial draft of the "Acknowledgement

Agreement"
which sought to prevent the New Buyers fiom ever objecting to the opening of the

Roof Terrace, the New Buyers were set to walk away from the transaction given this new

onerous and previously undisclosed condition precedent to sale.

I7. Despite Bourque's statement that he would get back to us about the

Acknowledgement Agreemcat (Exhibit 18 hereto), he never did.

18, Given that the Unit was on the market for almost two years without being sold,

and we were no longer residing in it, we sought to mitigate our damages and sell the Unit at a

lower price,

3
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Mot. Seq. #1

19. The New Buyers requested a $750,000 reduction in price from $8.75 million to $8

million as a result of the Acknowledgement Agreement.

20. Over the course of the next several days, we were able to negotiate a $500,00()

reduction in price instead.

21. Adding insult to injury, not only did Defendants cause a $500,000 price reduction

in the sale of the Unit, but Defendants also compelled us to pay
Defendants'

attorneys at Stroock

Stroock 8c Lavan $23,773 for drafting and negotiating changes to the Ackhowledgenient

Agreement with the New Buyers. Exs. 20 & 21 hereto.

22. Defendants forced us to pay this bill or else Defendants would not approve the

transaction at even the reduced price.

23. 1 understand that Acknowledgement Agreement purported to amend the terms of

the Proprietary Lease.

24. However, Defendants never obtained the authority to amend the Proprietary Lease

and never even solicited support to amend the Proprietary Lease.

25. Not only did Bourque and Rachmani not obtain two-thirds approval of all

shareholders as required by the Proprietary Lease in order to make any amendments thereto,

Bourque and Rachmani never even sought a vote.

26. When I warned Defendants of the damage they would cause with the

Acknowledgement Agreement (Exhibits annexed as 18 & 19 hereto), Defendants ignored me

entirely, and instead, delayed the sale of the Unit by three months and billed us for Defendants'

legal bill associated with drafting and negotiating the Acknowledgement Agreement.

4
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Mot. Seq. #1

27. We did not seek a preliminary injunction in this case since the amount ofdamages

is not disputed. Given the property rights being given up, we agreed with the New Buyers fo

reduce the purchase price by $500,000,

28. As a direct result of Rachmani's and Bourque's actions, we closed on the Unit for

$8.25 million on January 23, 2015, rather than 30 days after the contract was signed, which

would have been November 7, 2014.

29. As such there was a delay of 77 days. During those 77 days, we did not reside in

the Unit.

30. During that 77 day delay, we incurred a total of $45,192.35 in additional

maintenance charges and mortgage interest that we would not have otherwise incurred. Annexed

as Exhibit 25 is a copy of my mortgage statements and evidence of payment of maintenance

charges demonstrating these additional damages.

31. Annexed as Exhibit 26 is a summary of how [ calculated the $45,192.35 in

additional damages. As the calcohttions demonstrate, I paid $45,192.35 in mortgage interest and

coop maintenance for the 7 day period running from Noveruber 8, 2014 through January 23,

2015.

32. In addition, as a result of Rachmani's and Bourque's conduct, we were compciled

to pay
Defindents'

legal bill totaling $23,773, which consisted of work done to negotiate the

Acknowledgement Agreement with the New Buyers.

5
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Mot. Seq. /t1

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court grant our motion for

summary judgment in its entirety, and award Plaintiffs their costs and disbursements, in addition

to any other relief the Court deems just and proper.

Stephen Rushmore

Sworn to before me this
/ 7 day of November, 2016

Notary Public

Arthur R saseo
Notary Public Connecticuta Co:r.m|âa?on No. 141030

My commkeIon EExpires 3/31/2020

6
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2017 NY Slip Op 32589(U)

MARY ANNE ISAKSSON f/kla MARY ANNE SMITH, Plaintiff,

v.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF 280 MOTT STREET HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FUND CORPORATION and 280

MOTT STREET HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FUND CORPORATION, Defendants.

Docket No. 151561/2016, Motion Seq. Nos. 001, 002 and 003.

Supreme Court, New York County,

November 22, 2017,

DECISION AND ORDER

SHLOMO S. HAGLER, Judge.

This action arises in connection with the ree!!ecetion and red!etr!but!en, in 1996, of certain spaces and shares of stock in the building
located at 280 Mott Street, New York City ("Building"), that is owned by defendant 280 Matt Street Housing Development Fund Corporation
("Co-op"). The action was commenced by plaintiff, Mary Anne Isaksson ("plaintiff" or "Isaksson"), on February 24, 2016, by service upon
the Co-op of the summons and complaint, nanarfing causes of action for declaratory D. ,, ,t, injunctive relief, breach of fiduciary duty and
attorneys' fees ("Original Complaint"). At the same time, plaintiff filed a motion (nannance number 001), by way of a proposed order to show
cause ("OSC"), seeking, inter alia, emergency injunctive relief as to a notice from the Co-op, dated January 22, 2016, which stated that the

Co-op would terminate plaintiffs lease for certain commercial space in the Building in thirty days ("Termination Notice"). This Court signed
the proposed OSC, with modifications, on February 25, 2016. See NYSCEF #10.

On May 27, 2016, the Co-op filed a croco motion to dismiss the Original Complaint and in opposition to the relief sought in the proposed
OSC ("Cross-Motion"). While the Cross-Motion was pending, on October 7, 2016, plaintiff filed a second motion (sequence number 002), by
way of another proposed order to show cause ("Second OSC"), seeking emergency injunctiva relief as a notice from the Co-op, dated
September 20, 2016, which stated that the Co-op would terminate plaintiff's tenancy in her residential apartment in the Building.

C!meteneêely, plaintiff filed the first amended camp|â|ñt, seeking to add the Co-op's "Board of Managers" as a defendant, as well as to
obtain injunctive relief with respect to her raddanM lease. This Court declined to grant the requested injunctive relief because such relief
should have been presented to the housing court for dex=M|Gn. See NYSCEF #70 (signed proposed Second OSC, with modifications).

Thereafter, plaintiff filed the second amended complaint on October 20, 2016, wherein she renamed the Co-op's "Board of Managers" as
"Board of Directors," and added allegations regording her purported exercise of an option, in 2003, to purchase Co-op shares representing
her commercial space in the Building, as discussed below. Later, on November 30, 2016, plaintiff filed the third amended complaint,
wherein she deleted steterñéñts about the Co-op's attempted te- |r.ct:cr of her apartment lease, to reflect her conference with this Court
on October 7, 2016. The foregoing prepsed -.r.--.r. .sñts to the Original Complaint were generally unopposed because, according to the

Co-op, they in-p'==w corrections and clarifications that did not adversely impact upon the pending OSC and the Cross-Motion.

Accordingly, unless otherwise specified, the third emended campla|ñt will be referred to hereinafter simply as the
"Complaint."

The first oral squment in this action, heard on December 19, 2016, addressed the OSC, the Complaint, and the Cross-Motion. During the
hearing, this Court cGmmented that plaintiff and the Co-op should provide cupp!cmental briefing to address certain issues of fact and law,
including the issue of statute of !imitations, that are pertinent to this action. On March 1, 2017, plaintiff filed a third motion seeking leave to
further amend the Complaint, eccomp^nied by a proposed fourth amended complaint (sequence number 003). The motion was opposed by
the Co-op and its Board of Directors (c0||êct|vs|y, "Defendants"). On May 10, 2017, this Court heard oral argument on plaintiff's motion to
amend and Defendants' opposition, and reserved decision.

This decision and order eddresses motion sequence numbers 001, 002 and 003, as well as the Cross-Met!en, For the reasons stated

below, the relief requested by the parties in their A=±üa are granted or denied, as spp|icab|ê, to the extent set forth herein.

I. Background

Plaintiff is the proprietary fessee of residential apartment 5R ("Apâdist") and the lessee of carñmercial space 1R ("Commercial Space") in
the Building owned by the Co-op, a cGeperõtive c~-peret!en formed pursuant to section 402 of the New York, Business Corporation Law

("BCL") and Article XI of the Private Housing Finance Law of New York, more commc¤|y known as the Mitchelf Lama Law. Complaint, ¶¶ 4-

5. The Building originally consisted of 9 apartments, with 250 shares allocated to each epenment, for a total of 2,250 shares. /d., ¶ 10.
Plaintiff took poeme!on of the Apartment in 1979, prior to the Building's cooperative conversion. /d., ¶ 13. The lease term for the
Apartment (99 years) began on February 2, 1988 and expires on February 2, 2087. /d.
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In 1996, when two of the residéñtia| apartm6ñts in the Building became vacant, the Coop's Board of Directors ("Board") decided to
reallocate and redistr!bute the shares of stock and spaces in the Building. /d., ¶ 15. As a result, each proprietary lessee-sharehe!der was
granted the right to Edditicñs|shares of stock and eddit!ene! space, as applicable. /d., ¶ 17. Plaintiff agreed, although without being given
the -A-%-.id shares of stock, to use and occupy the Commerc!e! Space (328 square feet) at a rental rate of $0.5 per square feet, which
was the rate in maintenance fees that all lessees pay for their addit!ene! spaces, residential or commercial. /d., ¶ 17-18. Plaintiff took
pococosion of the Commerc!e! Space, which was located on the ground floor of the Building, pursuant to a five-year rental agreement, with
a lease term that commenced on August 1, 2000 and ended on July 31, 2005, at a monthly rent of $164 ("Commercial Space Lease"). /d.,
¶¶ 20-21. "Rider

A" to the Commercial Space Lease stated, in relevant part, that "{T]enant shall have the option to purchase shares of
stock from the landlord that correspond to [the Commercial Space]. Tenant may exercise said option at any time during the term of the
lease."

/d., ¶¶ 22; Rider, In the Complaint, plaintiff alleges that she "communicated her exercise of the option orally in 2003 during
discuss!ens with Toby Allan (Co-op's President)," but that D6fêñdâñts "refused to sell the Commercial Space to Plaintiff," as "Defendants
allege that because the Commercial Space is used solely for cemmer !ê! purposes, to wit as an A. de Office, Defendents are
prohibited by law from issuing shares to Plaintiff for the Commercial Space." /d., ¶¶ 23-25.

Plaintiff also alleges that Defendants "refused to lease the Commere!al Space to Plaintiff for a term that expires on February 2, 2087, so as
to be caterm|ñous with her lease for the Apailment and so as to be on equal footing with other proprietary lessees/sherehe!ders in the

Building who received Additional Spaces to occupy consistent with the terms of their proprietary
leases," /d, ¶ 26. Plaintiff further alleges

that, although she took possession of the Commercial Space in 1996, she "finally
received" the CGmmerciâ| Space Lease in 2000, and only

after her repeated demands. /d., ¶ 27. With respect to the T Notice, plaintiff asserts that Defendants "failed and refused to renew
or extend the Commerciâ| Space Lease after it expired," /d., ¶ 32. Moreover, plaintiff asserts that the Tardretke Notice "constitutes a
violation of Section 501(c) of the BCL, which requires, inter alia, that cooperative boards treat all shërehe!de of the same class equally,"

and that if "Defendants are to re-capture the Cemmerdâ| Space, Dafanciants would be able to place it on the open market and lease it for
commercial purposes at the market rate " /d., ¶¶ 35, 37.

The Comp!eint asserts four causes of action: (1) for a j::‡w declaring, inter alia, that a distribut!en of add|ticñal shares and addit;óña|
spaces in the Building to all but one shareholder (i.e. plaintiff) is unequal

'-- - - under BCL § 501(c), and that plaintiff is entitled to use
and occupy the Commerc!e! Space through 2087 at $0.5 per square foot (equal to the benefit that other shareholders enjoy for their
add!!!ed spaces), id., ¶¶ 39-47; (2) for interim injunctive relief that tolls the running of the Termination Notice pending a resolution of this

action, and mandatory injunction directing r -'==3 to renew the CGmmerc|ä| Space Lease, id., ¶¶ 48-56; (3) for breach of the fiduciary
duty owed to plaintiff by the Board, id., ¶¶ 57-63; and (4) for an award of

attomeys'
fees, id., ¶¶ 64-66.

In the Cross-Motion, Defendants seek to dismiss the Complaint pursuant to CPLR 3211 (a)(1),(5) and (7). Defendenb argue, among other

things, that the da retory relief sought by plaintiff is barred by the applicable six year statute of !!mitst!ens because the space and share
ree!!ecetien and redistdbution occurred 20 years ago; the injunctive relief sought is improper, because BCL § 501(c) is inapp!!cable to the
Termiñét!eñ Notice, which only aims to end the Commercial Space Lease; the breach of fiduciary duty claim fails because a cc 0 600,i,
such as the Co-op, does not owe a fiduciary duty to [ts shareholders; and the request for attomaya' fees is üñâvai||ñg, because it is based
upon a provision of the Commerdª! Space Lease that expired in 2005. The substantive arguments made by Defendants in the Cross-

Motion, as well as the respective supplemente! briefings of Defendants and plaintiff, are discussed in detail below.

In the proposed fourth cmended complaint dated February 28, 2017 ("FAC"), plaintiff seeks to, inter alia, add individual members of the
Board as co-defendants; revise and clarify the Complaint to more specifically state the cause of action for a declaratory judgmant:
süpp!ement the facts concerning plaintiff's alleged exercise of the option provided under the CGmmercia| Space Lease pursuant to the

Rider, including an alleged modification of the option by which D6f6ñdants offered a long-term lease in lieu of shares of stock for the
Commercial Space; and delete the cause of action for an award of attorneys' fees. Defendants oppose the motion seeking leave to amend
(sequence number 003), arguing, inter a[ia, that the proposed emendmnts are prejudicial and patently devoid of merit, except as to
plaintiff's withdrewe! of her claim for attorneys' fees. Notably, the FAC reflects many of the same argumGñta and M!agationa made by
plaintiff in her supp!emental briefing that was filed on February 7, 2017, A copy of the FAC and a redlined version showing changes from
the Complaint are attached as Exhibits "A" and "B," respectively, to the

2" -z. of Ally Hack in support of the motion to amend. Oral
argument on the motion to amend was heard on May 10, 2017, and this Court reserved decision.

II. Discussion and Analysis

As noted above, the FAC reflects many of the allegations and arguments made in plaintiff's su -M brief that was filed in connection
with this Court's enmmants made at the oral ãrgüment heard in December 2016, which CMerced the Complaint and the Cross-Motion.
12/19/16 tr. at 19, 35-36. Thereafter, at the oral ãrguméñt held in May 2017 an plaintiff's motion seeking leave to amend, in addition to

clarifying its December 2016 cüñimentc, this Court noted that "there was a specific i6ference in the record" that the CicGG Moticñ to
dismiss the Complaint would be epp!!ceb!e to the FAC. 5/10/17 tr. at 3, 7-8, 15. in response,

Defendants' counsel stated that plaintiff's
â||egatiGñs regarding the purpened medificat;Gñ of the option, from that of purchasing shares of stock to Gbtaiñ|ñg a long-term lease for the
Commercial Space, which â||6ÿõtiGñ was offered by Defendants in 2009, was "part of the third amended complaint [i.e. the Cemp!é-:i]
which we've given notice to them that we were moving against because that's what we had previous oral sq;=.cat [in December 2016.]" /d.
at 15-16, As counsel's statement was neither refuted nor challenged by plaintiff, the Cross Motion is deemed to apply to the Comple!nt
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Muracver, this Court observed, at the oral argument held in May 2017, that a resolution on the merits of the motion to amend could
dispense with the procedural issue as to whether the Cross-Motion to dismiss the Original Complaint would apply to the Comp!eint and the
FAC, because such resolution would bring everything to a acighetannua cGilc|ü5|Gn" SSto the propriety and/or validity of the proposed
amendments in the FAC, including whether the statute of !wa e defense would bar the claims and allegations asserted in the Original

Complaint, the Comp!aint and the FAC. /d., at 15. Accordingly, this decision will first address plaintiff's motion for leave to amend.

The Motion for Leave to Amend

CPLR 3025(b) provides, in relevant part, that a party may amend a complaint or pleading by "setting forth additional or subsequent
treneections or occurrences, at any time by leave of court or by supü!êt!ë of all padies," and that "[1]eave shall be freely given upon such
terms as may be just including the granting of costs and cent!eseces." While leave to amend is generally freely granted, "a motion for
leave to amend is committed to the broad discretion of the court," and "the court should consider how long the party seeking the
emendment was aware of the facts upon which the motion was predic6ted [and] whether a reasGñable excuse for the delay was

offered."

Im}g Soon Oh v Hua Jig 124 AD3d 639, 640 (2d Dept 2015), (internal ;rtstis marks and citations omitted). Moreover, "in the absence of
prejudice or surprise to the opposing

party," the motion to amend should be granted "unless the proposed amendment is palpably
ine#dent or patently devoid of merit." /d. Furthermore, prejudice has been found to exist where a proposed amandmant "was based upon
facts that the plaintiff had known since the inception of this action," but plaintiff "sought to add new theories of liability that were not readily
discernible from the a|!égaticns in the complaint and the original bill of ped!cu!am." Morris v Queens Long ls. Med. Group.. P.C., 49 AD3d
82.Z,828 (2d Dept 2008),

Here, Defendants argue that they could not have known that plaintiff would change her theory of the case from one based on the alleged
"unequal M!MM" of shares/space in the Building that occurred in 1996, to another based on her not receiving the benefit of her bargain
after she allegedly exercised the option under the Commercial Space Lease Rider in 2003, and then to a third theory based on the alleged
m0dificat|0n of the option from shares of stock to a long-term lease for the Commercial Space in 2009. Defendants' :;;::Z!:: at 8. They
also argue that plaintiff has advanced "untenable interpretations of documents to suit her monetary

interests," which adversely affected
their ability to defend this action. /d. at 0. They further argue that the instant motion to amend reflects plaintiff's attempt at a "fourth
medEatkñ" of the Original Complaint, "despite the parties having not exchanged a single shred of discovery," which shows that plaintiff
"has repeatedly changed her allegations without actually learning of new facts," and that plaintiff would "menufacture new facts in an
attempt to suit the law, even if it means she has to endorse blatantly unsound interpretations of documents." /d. Defendents also argue that

they have been surprised and/or prejudiced by the proposed emendments, especially those asserted in the FAC, and, therefore, plaintiff's
motion for leave to amend should be denied. /d.

In response, plaintiff contends that she never objected to the "unequal ±tr!±!!en" in 1996, but that her objection is aimed at the Co-op's
failure to fulfill her rights under the option that she exercised in 2003, pursuant to the Commercial Space Lease Rider, which was later
modified from shares of stock to a long-term lease in 2009. Plaintiff's reply at 6. Plaintiff also centends that Defendents could not have been
surprised by her current claim regarding the option modification, because she had previously asserted the same claim in her :p;::M!:n
papers (filed in August 2016) to

Defendants' Cross-Motion to dismiss, by rafarancing certain emails which showed that there were ongoing
discussians between her and Defendants (as well as the Co-op's attorneys) regarding the mod!€cat!s. /d. at 5. Thus, plaintiff centends
that, because the same emails were attached to and referenced in the FAC, "there is no rational reason for [the] Co-op to have been
surprised by Plaintiff's allegation of the modified Option." /d. at 6.

A review of the majority of the refereñced emails appears generally to support plaintiff's claim that she orally exercised the option in 2003,
and that Defendants seemingly recogn!zed her purported exercise. Yet, Defendants point to two emails written by plaintiff in 2007 and

2009, which appear to show that she did not validly or timely exercise the option in 2003, because the Rider required that the option be
exercised during the term of the Commerc|â| Space Lease, which expired in 2005. Defendants' epposit!en at 17-18. While plaintiff
disagrees with Dafanrunte position (pfaintiffs reply at 7), the dispute appears to involve the integrétat!Gñ of these emails, rather than
whether Defendants were surprised by such emails or the proposed amendments. Since Defendants challenge the validity of plaintiff's
option exercise, which relates to whether the proposed amendments are palpably ir,ss"ic|ent or patently without merit (an issue that will be
discussed in detail below), plaintif s motion to amend should not be dismissed based on Defendents' purported surprise or prejudice. Also,
even though the option was allegedly aware!9ed orally by plaintiff, it does not appear to run afoul of the Statute of Frauds because the Rider
to the Cemercial Space Lease, which c0ntained the option agreement, was in writing. Dynamic Med. Cemme!cations v Norfhwest Trade
Printers, 257 AD2d 52425 (1st Dept 1999) (Statute of Frauds did not bar the enforcement of an oral option exercise when the underlying
option agreement was in writing and signed by the parties).

With respect to the option módificatian that allegedly took place in April 2009, plaintiff relies on certain emails exchanged among the parties
to support her claim that the Co-op offered to modify the option from shares of stock to a feng-te- lease for the Commerciâ| Space; that
she accepted the offer; and that the Co-op "approv[ed] and endors[ed] the granting of a long-term lease to [plaintiffJ instead of shares."

Plaintiffs affidavit in OppGetion to the Cross Motion, ¶¶ 14-39 (filed in February 2017 as part of plaintiffs -pp ntal briefing); plaintiffs
affdavit in support of motion to amend, ¶¶ 6-7. In response, Defedants contend that the emails "were nothing more than a discussion of
possibilitics, and do not constitute an assent to be bound by either

party," Defendants' oppos!!!0n at 19. Also, Defendants contend that the
Aprif 16, 2009 email from Barry Mallin, the Co-op's attorney, did not "even mention or contemplate the pess!b!!ity of a |ong-term

lease,"
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despite plaintiffs claim to the contrary, and that her
"baffling" claim shows "the weakness of her position." Id. at 19-20. Although it is true

that Mallin's email did not mention a iong-term lease, plaintiff explains that she, through her husband. had a subsequent "phone
conversation" with Mallin in which he offered her a long-term lease, which she then referenced, via her husband's April 19, 2009 email to
the Board members, in relevant part, as follows: ª[t]he good news is, Barry says [plaintiff] could get a 99 year lease from the Coop or sell
her option back to the Co-op. . . ." Plaintiff's reply at 11, 14 (quoting email exhibit). Defmdme counter that the April 2009 emails from the
Board did not . the Co-op's approvai or grant of a long-term lease to plaintiff, because they also stated, in relevant part, that "there
are lots of quatinna still," and that "the [Iong-term] lease is a better solution, though it is still a little messy." Defendants' eppes!!!en at 20

(quoting email exhibits). In sum, Defendâñts contend that these emails are "clearly insufficient to grant to plaintiff anything, and do not
represent the Co-op's assent to any q ::nsnt" ld. In response, plaintiff explains that the Board members' emails were written in reply to
her husband's April 28, 2009 email inquiry in which he asked: "Should Barry write up a 99 year lease for [plaintiff] or should the Co-op buy
the rights to [plaintif s]

space?" Plaintiff's reply at 16 (quoting email exhibit). Thus, plaintiff asserts that the Co-op "chose one of the two
solutions" and that "this is [the] classic offer and

acceptance." /d. (referencing caselaw for the propes!!!en that even though the parties did
not execute a final written agreement, the record showed that they intended to be bound).

Even though, as Defendants centrd:d, the fr-p:q email exchanges are insufficient to show that the parties reached an agreement for
a long-term lease for the Commerc!e! Space, the emails demonstrate that the parties were negotiating and trying to reach a final solution

for a med!Fest!en of the option from the purchase of shares of stock to a long-term lease, as plaintiffUl cGñtGñded. In such regard, plaintiff
also argues that, because the option was modified from the purchase of shares to a long-term lease, there was no longer anything to be
"purchased," as the option modification was similar to a renewal of an existing lease, where "no consid6ratión was required in order for the
renewal to become effective." Plaintiffs reply at 12. Plaintiff further asserts that "she is prepared to tender payment to the Co-op
immediete!y," and that "her failure to pay the purchase price simultaneously with the exercise of the option does not necessitate a forfeiture
of the Commercial Space." /d. In further response to Defendants' argüméñt that her option exercise was invalid for lack of cens!deration,
plaintiff asserts that, because other sharchs|dura of the Co-op who took bonus space in the Building did not pay (or have not yet paid) a
purchase price for their space, the Co-op's reqü|r6ment that plaintiff pay for her bonus space is a "patently d!scriminãtaiy

act" that violates
BCL § 501(c). /d. at 10.

Plaintiffs foregoing essed!ens appear plausible, in that they weave a probable story that fits the allegations of the Complaint, such that
plaintiffs motion seeking leave to amend would survive a denial based upon the "palpably

insufficient" standard under CPLR 3025. Also,
when consider:ñg a motion to dismiss a compiaint or cause of action, this Court is required to accept the facts alleged as true and afford the
plaintiff the benefit of every fevGrab|6 inference. Sarva v Self Help Commüñity Servs.Jne, 73 AD3d 1155, 1156 (2d Dept 2010).. Thus, it is

assumed, without deciding the merits of plaintiffs a¿àóii|úñs and arguments, that the proffered amendments stand for the ;r;rTr, that
plaintiff exercised the option in 2003; that Defende±s offered to modify the option; and that plaintiff accepted the offer in 2009.

Netw;thstanding such assumpt!ce, if the proposed amêñdm6ñts can be defeated by the statute of limitations defense, and thus found to be

"patently devoid of merit" under CPLR 3025, the motion to amend must be denied. Indeed, Defendâñts contend that, "even accepting all of
Plaintiffs â||egat|Gas to be true, her claims are still time-barred by the statute of !±2:t!cñs," which, eccerding to Defendouis, renders the
allegations and emendments "patently devoid of merit." Defendants' opposition at 11.

The Statute of Limitations Defense

The law is settled that the statute of limitations for a breach of contract claim is six years. CPLR 213 (a). Defendants contend that the six-

year statute of limitations begins to run "when a contract is breached or when one party fails to perform a contractue! ah!¹gm!an "
Defendants' opposition at 12, quoting QK Healthcare. Inc. v InSource, Inc., 108 AD3d 56. as (2d nent 2013)

The instant dispute arises in esnñéúi;an with plaintiff's purpoiisd exercise of the option contained in the Rider to the Commercial Space

Lease, which involves the respective contractue! rights and eb!igations of the padies. Defendants contend that, because plaintiff alleges
that she exercised the option in 2003, but the Co-op failed or refused to perform its centractual ob!!getion to sell plaintiff the shares of stock
for the Commercial Space, the statute of !imitations bars her 2016 claims filed 13 years after the alleged breach. /d. D6féñdanie fudher
contend that, even -"ng the veracity of plaintiff's allegations that the Co-op modified the option by offering her a long-term lease rather
than shares in 2009 and that she accepted the offer, it is undisputed that plaintiff never received the |cag-tcmi lease, and that her failure to
cGrarñ6ñce a lawsuit within six years thereafter (i.e. in 2015) bars her 2016 claims. /d. at 13. Therefore, Defendents assert that plaintiff's
motion to amend is "devoid of merit" and must be denied. /d.

Plaintiff counters that, at no point prior to the January 2016 T- Notice did the Co-op
"fail" to perform (i.e. give her a long-term

lease), because the Co-op "simply delayed carrying out its eb!!get!en," and as such, she was "not aggrieved and had no reason to believe
that the statute of "m" -"=2 began accruing," since she continued to use and occupy the Commercial Space undisturbed for years.
Plaintiffs reply at 19. Plaintiff also maintains that the statute of limitatianc in this action "began accruing no earlier than 2016 with the Co-

op's sending of the Notice of Te-iñëtien," because that was the first and only "identifiable and adverse action" taken by the Co-op against
her. /d. at 21-23, citing Benn v Benn. 82AD3d 548 (1st Dept 2011). inasrñüch as this action was started promptly after her receipt of the
Terminwinn Notice, plaintiff argues that the 2016 claims are not time-barred and the motion to amend should be granted.

https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=5684012008796032032&q=%22BCL+501(c)%22&hl=anR·erichd=2&as_sdt=,33 4/7
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2/12/2019 ISAKSSON v. BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF 280 MOTT ST. HOUS. DEV. FUND, 2017 NY Slip Op 32589 - NY: Supreme Court 2017 - Go...

In Benn, the plaintiff ("Eric") had commenced an action against his brother (defen+n' "Stefan") and defendant Bennco (a corporation
formed by Stefan), in 2007, alleging breach of an oral agreement between Eric and Stefan whereby, in exchange for his money and fabor,
Eric would receive title to a ccni. ,|,.:s.. unit in a building owned by Bennco. 82 AD3d at 548. Pursuant to the agreement, Eric's right to
the unit had ripened in or about 1996, but defendants refused to transfer title to Eric despite his demand. /d. The Appellate Division stated
that the statute of limitations had not begun to run in 1997, when the defendento were "legally able to convey the

unit," because Bennco
retained title to both Eric's and Stefan's units until 2004, and such retention of title was not adverse to Eric. /d. at 549. The Appellate
Division also stated that "[s]ince plaintiffs claims are not based on Bennco wrongfu|Pf acquiring the spšdmêñt, but rather on defe÷2±M=

wrongfully refusing to transfer it to plaintiff, the statute of !Mt± began to run at the earliest in 2004, when Bennco transferred the deed
to plaintiff's unit to Stefan," because such transfer was the only "!dentineb!ê, wrongful

act"
showing

defendants' refusal to convey title to
Eric. ld. (internal citation omitted).

Plaintiffs argument is unavailing and her reliance on Benn is misplaced. In essence, the holding in Benn stands for the prepéEition that the
statute of limitations begins to run when an idanunaNa wrongful act is committed. In this action, it is undisputed that plaintiff's use and

occupancy of the Commercial Space was shcrtéñêd to a month to month tenancy when the Commercial Space Lease expired in 2005.
Since then, her legal right to the Commercial Space has been adversely impacted, despite the fact that plaintiff allegedly exercised the
option in 2003 and the Co-op permitted her to continue use and occupy the Commercial Space. Therefore, the change into a month-to-

month tenancy, without granting plaintiff any shares, is akin to a refusal to convey title in Benn. Moreover, even assuming that the Co-op
modified the option in 2009, as plaintiff alleges, by changing the option to purchase of shares to a long-term lease (and thereby m:‡:y;
her month to -month tenancy), it remains und:sp‡d that she never received the longterm lease, which has adversely impë½d her legal
right to the Commercial Space since 2009. Furthermore, plaintiffs assertion that the January 2016 Te--;|ñot!cs Notice was the "first and
only" identifiable act that advemely affected her right, and it was only then that the relationship between her and the Co-op "went from
cordial to cententicuc," (plaintiff's reply at 26; plaintiffs supp!emente! brief [NYSCEF # 102] at 19) seems üñt6ñâb|6. Notably, besides the
change to a month-to-month tenancy, it is undisputed that the Co-op's counsel, on September 23, 2014, wrote a letter to plaintiff demEnd!ñg
that all rents collected by her from her cubtonent be paid to the Co-op, which also adversely affected her right to or interest in the
Commercial Space. Plaintiff's further reply (NYSCEF #84) at 9, referencing fetter exhibit. Had plaintiff promptly cemmenced suit at that

time, the action would have been timely because it was then only five years after the alleged option modification in 2009. See EJy:
Cruikshank Co. v Bank of Montreal, 81 NY2d 399, 402-404 (1993) (because the plaintiff became aware of the alleged wicñgdó|ñg by the
d6f6ñdâñt at a time when it still had time to sue, the statute of !!m!tat!ens barred its breach of contract action, as all the e!emanta necessary
to maintain a lawsuit and obtain judicial relief were present at the time of the alleged breach).

In 2015, several years after the Benn decision, the Court of Appeals revisited the issue regard!nc the accrual of the statute of !!mitet!ees in
contract actions. ACE Sec. Corpa. Home Equity Loan Trust, Series 2006-SL2 v DB Structums Prods., Inc. 25 NY3d 581, 594 (20151

Specifically, the Court stated that New York does not apply the
"discovery" rule to statute of !!~!!ct!cre in contract actions. ld. at 594, citing

Ely-Cruikshank. The Court exp!ëned that the "statutory period of N+=he begins to run from the time when liability for the wrong has
arisen even though the injured party may be ignorant of the existence of the wrong or injury," and that even though the result of this may be
"harsh and manifestly unfair, and creates an obvious injustice," a contrary ruie "would be entirely ±;sdet on the subjective equitable

of different Judges and courts instead of the objective, reliable, predictable and relatively definitive rules that have long governsd
this aspect of ccmmerde! repose." /d. (internal quotation marks omitted), quoting E/v-Cruikshank, 81 NY2d at 403-404. The Court further
observed that: "[t]o extend the highly exceptional discovery nation to general breach of contract actions would éffectivêly eviscerate the
Statute of L!m!tations in this commercial dispute arena." /d. (internai quotaticñ marks omitted), quoting Ely-Cruikshank. 81 NY2d at 404.

In this action, plaintiff argues that there is "no Indication w|iâtsGêvêr" that the Co-op breached or repudiated its obligations under the
Commercial Space Lease (which expired in 2005) at any time before January 2016, because "there is no deadline or time limit for when the

Co-op was required to tender the long-term lease," and plaintiff has been allowed to use and occupy the Commerciai Space for many
years. Plaintiffs reply at 26. Plaintiff also urges this court to examine the facts of this case in a "more nuanced way" to determine when she
was first aggriev6d. /d. at 21. Specifically, plaintiff's counsel, at the oral agumcñt held on May 10, 2017, repeatediy asked this Court to look
at the statute of i|raitaticñs issue in a "very nuanced

way," because the issue is "not so black and white." 5/10/17 tr. at 24, Counsel also
stated that, because this case involves "a nuanced lease" and "nuanced facts," plaintiff must be "put on notice" as to when the detriment
starts or the statute or !!mitaticñs cùmai6ñces," but that she was not "put on notice of any

problem." /d. at 48. These arguments are
unâvâ||ing. Notably, because this case involves a dispute regarding the Commercial Space Lease and the option therein, this Coud must
follow the bright-line ruie enunciated by the Court of Appeals for the accrual of the statute of limitations in commercie! cases: the statutory
period "begins to run from the time when liability for the wrong has arisen even though the injured party may be ignorant of the existence of
the wrong or injury

" 25 NY3d at 594. Here, assum!ng the veracity of plaintiffs s!!egst!cñ that she accepted the Co-op's offer for the option
modification in 2009, the Co-op's failure to deliver to plaintiff the contracted for long-term lease promptly thereafter staded the running of
the statute of limitations, even though she might be ignorant of the existence of the wrong or injury. In fact, plaintiff asserts that, "despite the
Co-op's agréêñi6ñt to tender the |cng-term lease, for the next sppic÷:imste!y six years, Plaintiff received nothing from the Co-op except
more delays and discussions, until, January 2016 when she was sent the Notice of Tc--!nct!cn." Plaintiff's reply at 30, Unfodunate!y,
plaintiff had excessively delayed exercising her rights for more than six years when this action was commenced in 2016. See, also, Gad v
A/mod Diamonds Ltd.. 147 AD3d 417 (1st Dept 2017).
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Nc :"
, plaintiff argues that the Co-op should be equitably estepped from asserting a statute of limitations defense because she was

misled for many years by the Co-op, and that her delay in commencing this action was due to "fraud, misrepresentation or deception to
refrain from filing a timely

action." Plaintiff's sply at 30-31, quoting Corse/lo v Verizon N.Y , Inc., 77 AD3d 344, 368 (2d Deot 2010L affd as
mod. 18 NY3d 777 (2012).. However, no portion of plaintiffs Comp!a!nt alleges fraud, rn|srepresentation or deception. In fact, the Complaint
asserts that plaintiff renmz!:sted her exercise of the option orally to Defendants in 2003, that such exercise was later confirmed by
various emails and come pedêñces, but that "nefendents have refused to sell the Commercial Space to Plaintiff." Complaint, ¶¶ 22-24.
The FAC also asseds that plaintiff and Defendants were engaged in "cordial discussions and negotiations canceming the |cng-term lease"

for about seven years. FAC, ¶ 45. Indeed, as noted above, plaintiff admits that even though the Co-op agreed to tender the iong-term lease,
"for the cpprozmately six years, Plaintiff received nothing from the Co-op except more delays and d!ecussions." Plaintiff's reply at 30.
Because the belated oilegatian of fraud, misrepresentation or deceit asserted in plaintiffs reply is not supported by any evidence (or echoed

by any prior e!beation), plaintiff's equitable estoppel cla|m/defcast is unwarranted. Moreover, because plaintiff's belated argument is raised
for the first time in reply, it should be disregarded and rejected. Ritt v Lenox Hill Hosa, 182 AD2d 560, 562 (1st Dept 1992) (function of

reply paper is to address arguments made in epp::!!!:2 to the movant's position and not to permit the movant to introduce new arguments).

In conclusion, because the statute of limitations defense defeats the FAC's propeacd amendments and renders them "devoid of merit,"

plaintiff's motion seeking leave to amend should be denied.

The Complaint, the Order to Show Cause, and the Cross-Motion to Dismiss

As noted above, the Crcss Motion seeks diaminen! of the Comp!e!nt and the causes of action therein pursuant to CPLR 3211 (a) (1), (5)
and (7), including the statute of!!m!!±thn± defense. The Crcss Motion is also in oppodt:ca to the relief sought by plaintiff in the OSC,
including her request for emergency injunctive relief with respect to the Co-op's Ter!n:t!:: Notice (motion sequence number 001).

1. Declaratory Judgment Cause of Action

The first cause of action of the Complaint seeks a judgment dec|aring, among other things, that a distribution of Gdditione! shares and
additional spaces in the Building to all but one shareholder (i.e. plaintiff) is unequal treatment under BCL § 501(c), and that plaintiff is
entitled to use and occupy the Cümmerciã|Space through 2087 at $0.5 per square foot (which equals the benefit other Co-op shareholders

enjoy for their additional spaces). Complaint, ¶¶ 39-47.

Defendants argue that the declaratory judgment action is time-barred because a challenge to the Board's 1996 determinat|ün with respect
to the reâ"Gcât:Gn and redistribut!en of spaces and shares, is govemed by the four-month statute of "m|t-J|cas in CPLR 217 (1), which
provides that "a proceeding against a body or officer must be commenced within four months after the dete=|nct!: to be reviewed
becomes final and binding upon the pot|tioner, , , ." Crc:c Motion at 8-10. Déféñdah also argue that, even if the most lenient statute of
!!mitat!ens is applied, plaintiffs challenge to the Board's dete--!nat!cn must have been commenced within six years pursuant to CPLR 213
(1). /d. at 10. Defendanta further argue that, even if the running of said statute were to begin in 2009, as measured from the date of
plaintiff's May 2009 email, which stated that she found out from the Co-op's counsel that shares for the Commerciâ| Space cannot be

legally issued, the time to commence this action expired in May 2015. /d.

Plaintiff contends that the statement made by the Co-op's counsel does not qualify as a Board determ!net!on and did not trigger the running
of the !!m!tat!ent period, and that the only adverse Board dete-!nct!:n was the Term!netion Notice served in January 2016. Plaintiff's
oppos!!!en (NYSCEF # 39) at 16. Because she seeks to challenge the T:z!zt!¤ Notice, and this action was cGmmenced in February
2016, plaintiff argues it is not time-barred. /d.

Plaintiff's argument is unpersues!ve. Undispe'
-d!ÿ, the Termination Notice only sought to terminate plaintiff's men± t: month tenancy in the

Commercial Space, while the declaratory judgment sought by plaintiff relates to whether the dictdbution of rights to shares of stock and/or
spaces in the Building in 1996 ran afoul of BCL § 501(c). The argument that the 2016 Tcim|Gction Notice also runs afoul of the BCL is

tenuous, because plaintiff cites no legal authority to support her :-rnt that the T = n a Notice relates to an event that happened 20
years before. Notably, the Court of Appeals has stated that, in order to determine whether there is a ||mitations period prescribed by law for
a particular cincumtnry judgment action, it is "necessary to examine the substance of that action to identify the relationship out of which the
claim arises and the relief sought." Solnick v Whalen. 49 NY2d 224, 229 (1980t Here, plaintiff seeks a dedEraikn that she is entitled to use
and occupy the Commercial Space until 2087, which is the "long-term lease" sought by plaintiff. As d!ecussed above, the statute of
||mitet!Gns in this action began to accrue, at the latest in 2009, when the Co-op allegedly offered to modify the option to a long-term iease
and plaintiff accepted the offer. Since this deciaratory judgment action was not commonend until 2016, the relief sought is time-barred. Also,
because this declaratory j::dgz=t action must be dismissed based on the statute of !!m!tations defense, it is unnecessary to discuss and
analyze the remaining issues and arguments raised by the parties, including, among other things, the BCL issues and whether the
Commercial Space Lease is separate and independent of plaintiff's status as a cooperative sharehG|der and residentie! tenant.

2. Injunctive Relief Cause of Action
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The second cause of action seeks temporary and permanent --P = relief, by tolling and staying the running of the TC Notice
issued by the Co-op with respect to plaintiffs Commercial Space Lease. Plaintiff argues that the mquaetad injunctive relief should be
granted because she is "likely to succeed on the merits" as to her first cause of action. Comp a nt y¶ 49-56. For the reasons stated above,
the declaratory judgment sought in the first cause of action is denied. Therefore, the !njunctive relief rem.ic-,tcd in this second cause of
action also is denied. Carralatwaly, the temporary :t:::: granted in favor of plaintiff, pursuant to the February 25, 2016 OSC (NYSCEF

#10) also is hereby terminated and dissolved.

3. Breach of Fiduciary Duty Cause of Action

The third cause of action alleges that the Co-op's Board owes plaintiff a fiduciary duty, and that such duty was breached when Defendants

!m;-repod; sought to terminate her rights in the Commercial Space and to evict her therefrom, because "Defendants stand to profit

ññëds"y if they retake possession of the Commercial Space." Complaint, ¶¶ 58-61,

r'÷fed eis argue, among other things, that the breach of fiduciary claim is barred by the statute of !!mitat!ens for the same reasons that the
first cause of action seeking dedâratüry relief is barred by the statute of "m|t:tbr± C ,,2 reply (NYSCEF #54) at 16. Plaintiff did not
respond to the statute of !imitet!ens argument; instead, she states only that her second cmcñded enmnrain' r=dered moot certain of the
legal arguments made by the Co-op. Plaintiffs further reply (NYSCEF #84) at 10-11.

A breach of fiduciary duty claim is govemed by a six-year statute of ||m|tadcñã if the relief sought is equitab!e in nature, CPLR 213 (1), or by
a three-year statute of ||mitat:Gñs if the relief sought is for money anrnagan, CPLR 214(4). Weiss v TD |"±÷= s. 45 AD3d 763, 764 (2d
Dept 2007), For the reasons stated above, because the dec!eratory ;rd;;me.t action is time b=od, this breach of fiduciary duty cause of
action is also time-barred.

III. Conclusion

For all of the foregoing reasons, it is hereby

ORDERED that plaintiffs motion seeking feave to amend the complaint (motion sequence number 003) is denied; and it is further

ORDERED that defeñdõñts' crese-metion to dismiss the camp|â|ñt, as emended by the third arsended complaint, is granted, and all causes
of action of the amended complaint are dicmicced; and it is further

ORDERED that any and all temparâiy injunctive relief granted by this court pursuant to the orders to show cause issued in February 2016
(NYSCEF #10; motion sequence number 001) and October 2016 (NYSCEF #70; motion sequence number 002) is terre!nated and
dissolved.

The fereggirig constitutes an order and decision of this Court.

[1] Plaintiff asserts that the Co-op sought to amend the option from "shares" to a "long-term lease" because, in order for the shareholders to qualify for a tax
deduction, the Co-op must oniy have one class of stockwhich entities eharehe!dersto occupy for dwelling purposes a house or an apartment in the building
owned by the Co-op. Plaintif s reply at 11,n 3. Plaintiff also asserts that under the Private Housing Finance Laws, cooperstNe shares can only be issued for
residential occupancy in order for the shareholders to qualify for certain exempucm. /d.
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